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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Vision and Goals
The goal of the Apache Junction Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Strategic Plan is to identify strategies and
tools to allow the City to manage its diverse multimodal transportation network more efficiently. ITS includes
technologies and systems that are integrated into the transportation network and includes components such as
traffic signals, cameras, message boards, and software to operate and manage the devices.
The Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan addresses the following objectives:



Maps out a direction for a City ITS Program that supports
multiple City functions and departments; and
Develops a phased approach for the Program’s
implementation that integrates existing and new ITS
infrastructure and systems.

The ITS Strategic Plan’s goals are characterized in three user
groups: City, Residents and Travelers. Each of these user groups
can be affected by ITS applications and have goals identified for
the Plan.
At first, ITS may not be easily understood by the average traveler,
City personnel, or the media; however, once the benefits that ITS
can offer are conveyed, the inclusion of ITS as a part of everyday
life becomes logical. Many users of the transportation system are
familiar with traffic signals, traffic congestion, incidents, buses,
and cameras on the roadways. There is an expectation from
travelers that a City’s transportation system is equipped with
the tools to move people as efficiently and safely as possible,
yet the public rarely understands what is involved in
implementing these tools.
The City has an opportunity to begin their ITS Program with a
solid foundation of strategic and necessary infrastructure
enhancements in combination with collaborative growth in
operations and management capabilities. The ITS Strategic
Plan helps the City lay out that foundation.

“Innovating transportation and
communications that support
the City’s growth as a place to
live, work and visit.”

Strategic Plans for the ITS Program
The following specific plans were developed as part of the overall ITS Strategic Plan.

Citywide ITS Infrastructure Deployment Plan
This plan provides guidance and recommended actions the City should take in order to plan for, deploy, and
manage ITS infrastructure and systems as part of a City ITS network.


Establish some ITS infrastructure and a connection to City of Mesa’s central system for remote operation
and management – Partnership allows for significant cost savings as compared to purchasing a new system
and supports growth of management capabilities for the transportation network.
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Sharing transportation information with other departments – Information on real-time road conditions will
improve situational awareness and help transportation operators, incident responders, maintenance crews,
and state highway response personnel perform their day-to-day activities more effectively.
Establish City of Apache Junction Central System once level of ITS infrastructure warrants investment –
Complete management and control over the City infrastructure will be an ultimate goal, but will not be
pursued until the amount of technology applications warrants additional staff responsibilities and system
ownership.

Citywide Infrastructure Telecommunications Plan
This plan provides recommendations on type and location of communications infrastructure (fiber optics, wireless
radios) to connect ITS infrastructure in the field to a centralized management system. The following is a list of
some of the recommendations identified in this plan.






Redundant fiber grid – Establishing a complete grid will take time, but to assist in its buildout, the City will
leverage all opportunities to include installation of ITS infrastructure (mainly conduit and fiber) as part of
planned and programmed projects that involve trenching or digging along the roadway. This will help reduce
costs for installing some portion of the ultimate telecommunications grid network.
Wireless coverage for ITS infrastructure – Wireless connections will save the City time and money when
filling in the gaps in communications coverage where it is too costly for fiber communications to be installed.
Partner with other agencies to install telecommunications – Leverage proximity of City roadways to the
networks of ADOT and City of Mesa as a way to help Apache Junction build the telecommunications network
it requires to meet its needs.
Extend fiber as required around the City once the base network is in place – This will allow for future fiber
expansions to connect to a redundant fiber grid and allow the City to operate and maintain ITS
infrastructure that benefits the mobility and safety of the City’s residents, travelers, and personnel.

Citywide Video Observation Master Plan
This plan provides recommendations for locations where the City should have real -time observation capabilities
so they can quickly identify crashes, infrastructure malfunctions, or other issues pertaining to the transportation
network. Having real-time video images of City roads will help improve the safety and efficiency of the network.

Citywide Signal Optimization Plan
This plan provides recommendations for corridors that should undergo traffic signal timing optimization studies.
These studies will identify the optimal traffic signal timing plans that should be implemented to maximize
movement of traffic along a corridor based on traffic speeds and volumes. Signal optimization helps reduce delay,
number of stops, fuel consumption, and emissions.

Citywide Traveler Information Plan
This plan identifies key locations throughout the City where information should be provided to travelers. It
identifies locations that are important for the dissemination of various types of inform ation, such as safety or
evacuation plans, detour routes for US-60, local road closures, public service announcements, or City event
messages.

Citywide Individual Strategies
This plan provides other individual strategies that require effort and cooperation by all City departments to
successfully implement. Some of these strategies include:
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Establish partnerships with agencies that have mature ITS programs and participation in existing committees
that can provide support to Apache Junction with respect to real-time information sharing; and
Leverage partnerships between City departments (Manager’s Office, Police, Public Works, and Information
Technology) to streamline internal processes and provide information sharing that helps with public service
effectiveness.

Guidance for Strategy Deployment
In order to support the implementation of the specific plans identified above, the following guidance is provided
in the ITS Strategic Plan to help the City develop a sustainable and feasible ITS program.






Design – Detailed information on how to design and build a telecommunications network.
Maintenance – The type of maintenance activities to expect with new infrastructure and devices.
Staffing – Staffing and responsibilities that will be needed to support the ITS Program.
Funding – Funding opportunities to support implementation of strategies that require funding allocation.
Agreements – Identification and justification of partnerships that should be l everaged and formalized
between City departments and the City and other agencies.

Reasons to Take Action
The ITS Strategic Plan provides the City of Apache Junction with the tools necessary to impact how residents and
travelers move and access parts of the City. These tools, if prioritized and managed well by the City, will help
with every aspect of City public service: mobility, incident response, efficient maintenance, cost savings across
the City bottom line, and enhancing the City as a great place to live and visit. ITS investments are low cost
compared to capacity-related projects, such as adding lanes to roads. Prioritizing ITS as a cost effective tool with
significant benefits will support the City’s vision and goals for a place to live, work , and visit.
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1 OVERVIEW
1.1 Project Process
The City of Apache Junction undertook the development of an Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Strategic
Plan that will serve as an important tool for ITS planning, deployment, and integration of technologies and systems.
The projected future growth of the City is inevitable and thus there is an opportunity to strategically plan for it;
one such opportunity is developing an ITS program that supports City operations. Figure 1 displays the distinct
milestones and meetings that occurred during the process to develop the City of Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan.

Figure 1 – Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan Process
The strategic plan process began with multiple efforts to collect data and information for two main purposes:
1. Understand the existing City infrastructure, processes and systems as well as future projects that relate
to ITS; and
2. Understand the underlying vision and goals for the City of Apache Junction to be able to relate them to
the City’s ITS Plan.
Data collection for the inventory consisted of gathering information on existing City infrastructure and devices,
day-to-day operational procedures, future planned and programmed projects for both the City and adjacent
agencies (City of Mesa, Maricopa County, Pinal County, ADOT), and various other pieces of information that give
insight to the existing and expected Citywide conditions.
One-on-one meetings were held with City staff who are anticipated to relate to the City’s future ITS Program. The
goal of these meetings was to understand the role of each City department and their current processes,
procedures, and supporting systems. All of this information helped uncover the City’s functions as well as the
underlying vision and goals for the City from various perspectives. The one-on-one meetings also helped identify
needs and gaps in the existing system.
Preliminary goals and a vision for the ITS Program were established to supply the Program with a f oundation that
promotes strategic growth of technologies and systems to support multiple City functions and encourage
championing of the City’s ITS Program.
The combination of information from the inventory, the one-on-one meetings, and a Focus Group meeting with
City staff was used to assemble a needs and gaps assessment - it is the goal of this ITS Plan to recommend strategies
to address these existing needs and gaps. The needs and gaps assessment was completed for processes relating to
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the role that ITS could play for traffic management, incident/emergency management, special event management,
construction management, and communication and information dissemination.
Recommended strategies were developed as part of a Recommendations document which addressed the needs
identified through stakeholder meetings and gaps in the existing inventory. The implementation plan provides
guidance and identifies processes to assist the City in implementing the recommendations. The needs and goals,
recommendations, and implementation plan were reviewed with City stakeholders.

1.2 Document Organization
This document includes the following primary sections:












ITS Vision and Goals – This section discusses ITS capabilities, the goals of the City and how an ITS program
can help achieve objectives toward the goals.
Information Gathering – This section provides an overview of the information collected to understand the
how the City currently operates and the types of infrastructure and processes that are used.
Needs and Gaps Assessment – This section discusses the needs that were identified through meetings with
stakeholders with respect to ITS functions such as traffic management, event management, incident
management, and internal and external information dissemination. This section also identifies gaps that
could be addressed or supported by an ITS Program.
Recommended Strategies – This section provides a summary of citywide implementation plans as well as a
toolbox for future deployment of ITS infrastructure if the City desires additional application.
Guidance for Strategy Deployment – This section provides specific, technical guidance for the deployment of
the recommended strategies that are presented. Guidance is provided on the implementation of a
Telecommunications Plan, a Maintenance Plan, a Staffing Plan, a GIS Plan, and additional technologies in the
form of a ‘toolbox’ for deployment. This provides more detailed and technical guidance for implementing an
ITS program in the City.
ITS Program Funding Opportunities – This section discusses the alignment of ITS strategies with local and
regional funding mechanisms as well as existing or future complementary or opportunistic initiatives or
projects that could facilitate strategy implementation;
Deployment Priorities and Phasing – This section identifies priority projects for Apache Junction to
implement and provides recommendations for the prioritization and phasing of ITS strategies with respect to
local and regional initiatives and funding streams;
Partnerships and Agreements to Support Operations – This section discusses partnerships and agreements
with local and regional agencies that will give Apache Junction the ability to leverage City and regional
initiatives and collaborate on the success of new technology and operations;
Other Implementation Tools – Within this section are additional tools to support the implementation and
updating of the ITS Plan. These include cost-benefit ratios to help justify ITS investment, the relationship
between the Apache Junction ITS Plan with the Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) Regional ITS
Architecture (RIA), and a process for reviewing and updating the Plan.

1.3 Intelligent Transportation Systems
ITS is generally the process of managing the transportation network with the highest level of safety and efficiency
possible. ITS is typically used by public agencies when sharing information with the traveling public and other
neighboring agencies, monitoring traffic on corridors and key intersections and locations, collecting and
disseminating information that affects reliability (event closures, construction limits, parking availability,
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restrictions), and using central systems to measure effectiveness of operations. Table 1 provides examples of
common ITS uses and the associated technologies or methods that could be used.

Table 1 – Examples of ITS Uses and Associated Technologies
ITS Use

Example

Monitoring

Sensors, Video Image Detection (VIDs), Closed Circuit Television Cameras
(CCTV) to monitor traffic on corridors and at key intersections in real -time

Traffic Control

Traffic signals, pedestrian-activated crosswalks (HAWK signals), transit
signal priority, off-site operation of signals, emergency vehicle
preemption, adaptive signal control to support the movement of traffic
on the arterial network

Work Zone
Management

Portable traffic control devices, permitting system reporting, restriction
notifications

Lane
Management

Lane control signs, emergency evacuation to manage lane movements of
traffic during incidents and special events to increase safety and
efficiency of roadways

Parking
Management

Data collection and dissemination about parking availability or
restrictions

Information
Dissemination

Dynamic Message Sign (DMS), in-vehicle systems, websites, mobile
applications, kiosks, and other ways to provide real-time information to
the public

Central Systems

Centralized arterial traffic management software, City and regional
systems, lane use and construction permitting system, and other systems
that collect, store or use data to support operations or planning

While infrastructure is typically identified as ITS devices (cameras, message signs, traffic signals as shown in Figure
2), a complete ITS Program encompasses the use of data and information to share with strategic partners and
audiences for better situational awareness and the ability to respond more efficiently (as shown in Figure 3).

Figure 2 – Uses of ITS Infrastructure and Systems (Managing Infrastructure)
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Figure 3 – Uses of ITS Infrastructure and Systems (Sharing Information with Traveling Public and with Others)

1.4 Key Considerations for Plan Development
1.4.1 Future for Apache Junction
At first, ITS may not be easily understood by the average traveler, City personnel, or the media; however, once the
benefits that ITS can offer are conveyed, the inclusion of ITS as a part of everyday life becomes logical. Many users
of the transportation system are familiar with traffic signals, traffic congestion, incidents, buses, and cameras on
the roadways. There is an expectation from travelers that a City’s transportation system is equipped with the tools
to move people as efficiently and safety as possible, yet the public rarely understands what is involved in
implementing these tools. The City has an opportunity to begin their ITS Program with a solid foundation of
strategic and necessary infrastructure enhancements in combination with collaborative growth in operations and
management capabilities. This section summarizes the City’s focus areas for the ITS Program that will improve how
the City operates for its taxpayers, the traveling public, and the City personnel that are responsible for it all.

1.4.2 Future State of Transportation and ITS Programs
Transportation management is growing in terms of technology, software, and applications. The future of
transportation includes connected vehicles, autonomous vehicles, decision-making based on performance metrics,
and a committed focus on more effective operations and management of systems rather than just capital
improvements. ITS Programs will continue to mature in their capability to actively manage traffic (both reactive
and proactive management), incidents, events, and work zones. The following list identifies considerations that the
City should be cognizant of when growing the City’s ITS Program. Many of these processes, technology applications,
software systems, and integration techniques have been or are currently being introduced into ITS programs in the
Apache Junction area:






Permissive access/control sharing for designated staff in an agency (and potentially some outside of the
agency) for applicable ITS systems.
Real-time corridor operating conditions and congestion information.
Mobile/individual access to operation systems rather than relying on a physical location for
operators/personnel.
Applications/software that are integrated or joined into unified systems to improve efficiency and minimize
manual processes and redundancies.
Multi-tasking personnel with training on multiple systems to create knowledge redundancy – no single
experts (single point of knowledge base).
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Easy to use and transparent tracking systems for:
 Physical infrastructure or vehicles; and
 Logical system architectures, work orders, or tasks.
Providing information to the public when needed or requested including, but not limited to, the following
potential areas:
 Real-time conditions of the transportation network and feasible alternate routes to allow the
traveling public to avoid impacted areas;
 Costs of City functions and projects that are being implemented to provide transparency to how
the City is investing tax payer money; and
 Successes and failures (and where there are failures, what is being done to turn that failure into a
success) of City functions and devices that were implemented to illustrate growth and changes .

1.4.3 Focus Areas for Apache Junction ITS Program
The City’s ITS Program is in the initial stages of development, which means this is a critical time to determine the
desired path, projected growth, and focus areas for the City’s program. The focus areas should reflect City
conditions such as infrastructure, staffing, system capabilities, goals, and challenges to the City roadway network.
The main focus areas for the development of the City’s ITS Program are:







Infrastructure operational capabilities;
Data and information sharing capabilities;
Participation in regional initiatives;
Actively pursuing funding for the ITS Program from various sources, including:
 Federal;
 Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG);
 Central Arizona Association of Governments (CAAG);
 Maricopa County Department of Transportation (MCDOT); and
Development and active use of performance metrics.
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2 ITS VISION AND GOALS
The City of Apache Junction has a vision of becoming a destination that accommodates both residents and travelers
by embracing the unique character and scenic location of the City next to the Superstition Mountains. The City will
likely experience significant growth as development continues to head east from the Phoenix Metro core . In
response to this, the City of Apache Junction has been undergoing a series of planning and development projects
to help set a foundation for the development of the City and to ensure that the City continues to comply with all
federal regulations and Council directives. Each of these projects has helped to identify the overarching goals and
sub-goals for the City of Apache Junction. The goals and sub-goals include:
1. Create a sense of place and community
a. Create a vibrant downtown core
b. Create jobs for residents
c. Provide community/public spaces
d. Maintain rural character
2. Protect and enhance community resources
a. Preserve open space and mountain views
b. Create linear connectivity of parks and open space
3. Develop sustainably
a. Ensure cost effectiveness and efficiency in all City undertakings
b. Encourage smart growth
By understanding these overarching goals, the following vision was developed for the City of Apache Junction ITS
Program that will drive the development of the ITS Strategic Plan.

“Innovating transportation and communications that support the City’s growth as a
place to live, work and visit.”
In order to make the vision tangible, a set of goals for the City’s ITS Program were developed and are described in
Figure 4. The goals are based around three main user groups: City, Residents, and Travelers.

Figure 4 – Goals for the Apache Junction ITS Program
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The CITY users are City of Apache Junction employees and departments who will be responsible for implementing,
using, or maintaining ITS-related devices and technologies. Some of the key City departments that have a primary
connection to ITS include Public Works, Information Technology (IT), and the Police Department. Most other City
departments have a secondary connection to ITS infrastructure or functions. An example of a secondary connection
is ITS’s role in facilitating the dissemination of accurate and real-time information to the public, which is a major
role of the Public Information Officer within the City Manager’s Office. Software and technology that facilitates
communication between the City and its residents is relevant to ITS.
The ITS Goals for the City user group include:




Reliability – Providing reliable systems and information is critical for both the internal and external
relationships of the City. There are three key components to the goal of reliability:
 Provide a reliable transportation system. This includes the integrity of infrastructure or
devices (such as pavement and traffic signals) but it also involves providing reliable travel
through the City without unexpected delays.
 Provide a reliable communication and information exchange internally within the City. This
includes communication networks that allow City departments to communicate and share
information. It also includes creating redundancy to back up critical communication and
information exchange systems in the event that the primary system goes down. Redundancy
in staff responsibilities and skills is also critical so that there is someone available to handle
various situations if the primary person is unavailable.
 Provide reliable information to communicate with the public or external agencies. This
includes reliability, accuracy and timeliness of the information provided. This involves having
a system of collecting and subsequently disseminating reliable information and a system for
exchanging information between City and the public.
Efficiency – In a time of constrained resources (both finances and staff), the City is frequently forced to do
more with less. The ITS Strategic Plan should help identify opportunities to improve efficiency of City systems
and processes. This goal also includes identifying strategies that facilitate the efficient growth of the City so
that growth and development can be managed in a sustainable manner.

The RESIDENT user group includes both the full-time and winter residents of Apache Junction. This user group
describes the population who is engaging in day-to-day activities in the City, with the exception of traveling (as
they then become ‘Travelers’ which is described in the next section). These activities could include going to school
or work, recreating, shopping, or engaging in community activities. The ITS Strategic Plan goals associated with
residents included:


Connectivity – The City strives to provide a connected environment for its residents. There are three key
elements to the goal of connectivity:
 Provide physical connectivity to residents. This includes providing connections between
neighborhoods, between a neighborhood and Downtown, or between public open spaces.
 Provide communication connectivity between the residents and the City. This involves
providing lines of communication for information exchange between the two entities such as
a phone line, web page, or wireless-based account (such as Twitter).
 Provide system connectivity within the City. This goal involves the ITS Program helping the
City collectively manage its devices and systems, improve data and information flow, and
facilitate the exchange of information between the City and its residents.
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Livability – Livability is defined as the collection of factors that contribute to a community’s quality of life and
includes all aspects of a community ranging from its built environment, its economy, and the social and
cultural vitality of a community1. One of the key goals of the City of Apache Junction, as identified in the
previous section, was to create a sense of place and community, which would be a direct factor in livability. If
the City’s ITS Program can help improve connections between residents by facilitating physical or
communication connectivity, then the ITS Program is improving livability. Similarly, if the City is able to
provide residents with better or more frequent information about City events, it could also help improve the
sense of community and, in turn, influence livability.

The final group of stakeholders are TRAVELERS. There are two main types of travelers: travelers within the City
(via bicycle, walking, vehicle, golf cart, etc.) and travelers through the City. There were two overarching goals that
could be supported by ITS pertaining to travelers:




Safety – Creating and operating a safe City is always paramount to a municipality. An ITS Program can support
the safety goal in two ways. The first is to support safer roadways for all modes of travel. ITS has been shown
to help reduce crashes and improve safety of bicyclists and pedestrians along roadways. ITS can also support
faster emergency response and faster and more extensive communication for both emergency response and
management. Enhancing safety is one of the key functions of ITS and is a principal goal of the City of Apache
Junction and the ITS Program.
Mobility – The City of Apache Junction has made a strong commitment to providing mobility options for its
diverse population. With a variety of age and income levels, a multimodal transportation system is necessary
to accommodate all mobility needs, and the City’s ITS program supports this City goal.

In addition to these specific goals based on users, there were two overarching goals for both the ITS Strategic Plan
and the ITS Program.



1

Align ITS Plan and Program Goals with those of City Management and Council – The success of this plan relies
on buy-in from the high level decision makers at the City, thus the goals for the ITS Strategic P lan and the ITS
Program must be in alignment with City goals and priorities.
Identify Measurable Goals and Performance Measures – The key to supporting goals and performance
measures for a program is to have empirical evidence of the effects of the program. Thus, it is important to
identify goals and performance measures that can be tracked over time. Having quantitative data that shows
progress toward the program goals is the most effective way to gain support and confidence from both
management and the public for the ITS Plan and Program.

Partners for Livable Communities (2015). http://livable.org/about-us/what-is-livability
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3 INFORMATION GATHERING
3.1 Stakeholder Participation
Stakeholder involvement was critical for the success of the Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan. First, it allowed the
plan to be specifically tailored to the conditions and needs of the City so that it is both relevant and realistic. Second,
it helps foster buy-in and championing from City staff knowing that the ITS Plan is important and can positively
influence the City. With the Plan now complete, it is up to the City to take ownership of it and move forward with
the recommendations and strategies that are identified.
There are a number of facilities and departments that currently or eventually will utilize and manage ITS
infrastructure or information stemming from ITS systems. Representatives from many departments within the City
of Apache Junction were involved in the project development process. Various stakeholders were involved to help
identify how the ITS Program could provide support to their operations and improve service to the ultimate
customers – the public. The stakeholder involvement process that was used during this project was focused on
creating the existing inventory for how the City currently operates. It also provided opportunities to brainstorm
about how the City’s ITS Program could support other departments in improving their service.
Figure 5 identifies each of the City departments and role that the department serves in the ITS Program.

3.1.1 One-on-One Meetings
A series of one-on-one meetings were scheduled with City staff with the goal of understanding the current
processes and operations of the City, the responsibilities and goals of each department, and any gaps or needs that
exist that might be a barrier to fulfilling the responsibilities and goals. Figure 5 indicates those departments that
participated in one-on-one meetings during the development of this document.
Input from each of these meetings contributed to the development of the City goals, the ITS goals and vision, the
existing inventory, and the needs assessment.

3.1.2 Focus Groups
One focus group meeting was conducted with internal City stakeholders during the development of the ITS goals,
inventory, and needs assessment. Many of the staff who participated in a one-on-one meeting also participated in
the focus group, but the meeting provided important collaboration space to have conversations between
departments and understand gaps and opportunities in each department and the City as a whole. Figure 5 indicates
those departments that participated in Focus Group #1. The meeting also provided an opportunity to introduce
and explain ITS to City staff so that there was an understanding of what ITS is and how it can help support the City
operations and functions.
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Figure 5 – City Departments and their Role in the ITS Program
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3.2 Inventory
3.2.1 Existing Transportation Infrastructure
The City of Apache Junction is in a unique position compared to other growing cities in Pinal County in that it has a
sufficient network of roadways in which to connect areas within City and with the surrounding region. Instead of
prioritizing the continued expansion of their roadway network, the focus can instead be on creating an attractive
environment for new development to come and bring more residents, travelers and businesses. However, although
the City currently has sufficient roadway infrastructure, there are improvements that can be made to help manage
the existing infrastructure more efficiently and to facilitate future planning for when large -scale growth and
development do occur.
Figure 6 provides an overview of the existing transportation and ITS infrastructure in Apache Junction. There are
two main types of existing infrastructure that are included: transportation facilities such as roads, bicycle lanes and
off road trails and paths; and devices that help manage the facilities, such as traffic signals, communications
equipment (fiber and conduit), cameras, and emergency vehicle preemption (EVP) devices.
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Figure 6 – Existing Transportation Infrastructure in Apache Junction
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3.2.1.1 Communications
The City of Apache Junction leases one existing line of fiber, which connects City Hall, the Police Department and
Public Works. The existing traffic signals are locally controlled and not connected to a communications network
for management. This existing City-owned fiber is said to be unreliable and in need of frequent repair.
There are four locations where there is existing conduit in the ground. These locations include:
 Apache Trail between Delaware Drive and the Walmart entrance;
 Ironwood Drive between Superstition Boulevard and Apache Trail ;
 Ironwood between Baseline Road and 36th Avenue; and
 Broadway Avenue between Phelps Drive and San Marcos Drive.
This small amount of conduit provides the City with limited opportunities to install fiber and provide connection to
their infrastructure. Further, the condition of some of the conduit is unknown and may not be suitabl e for use
without further investigation.
3.2.1.2

Traffic Signals

There are currently 33 traffic signals within the City’s municipal boundaries, with the newest signal constructed in
conjunction with the construction of a new traffic interchange at US 60 and Meridian Road. The City owns and
operates 18 of the 33 signals within their boundaries. The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) owns all
of the signals at the freeway interchanges along US 60 as well as all of the signals along SR 88 (Idaho Road) between
US 60 and Superstition Blvd. ADOT also owns the signal at Apache Trail and Meridian Drive. MCDOT owns the three
other traffic signals along Meridian Road, with the exception of the signal at Meridian and Apache Trail.
3.2.1.3

Detection

All of the existing traffic signals in the City are actuated and most are equipped with loop detectors that detect
vehicle occupancy (they do not detect speed or flow). There are two intersections that use video detection for the
signal. The first instance is at the intersection of Apache Trail and Delaware Drive where the camera is situated to
only detect traffic heading southbound on Delaware. This camera is in place because in-pavement loop detectors
were unable to be installed due to an existing drainage grate in the ground. There is also a camera to provide video
detection at Ironwood Drive and 16th Avenue, which provides 360 degree detection. All signals that have left turn
arrows are equipped with third car detection in the turn lanes.
3.2.1.4 CCTV Cameras
Currently, there are no CCTV cameras used in Apache Junction for video surveillance.
3.2.1.5 Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP)
To facilitate improved emergency response, the City of Apache Junction has installed EVP devices on most of the
signals within the City. EVP allows for Fire and EMS vehicles to communicate with the traffic signal to provide a
green interval to allow the emergency vehicles to pass through the intersection safely as a red signal interval is
shown for the conflicting approaches. The system allows emergency vehicles to avoid traffic at intersections and
respond quicker to events.
All of the traffic signals that are owned and operated by the City are equipped with EVP, and 8 of the 15 non-Cityowned signals are also equipped. The EVP program has been implemented as part of a set of agreements with
the Superstition Fire and Medical District (SFMD) and ADOT.
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3.2.1.6 Non-Vehicular Modes of Transportation
Currently, there are no public bus routes in the City. There are a variety of facilities for other non-vehicular
modes of transportation such as bicycle facilities, sidewalks, and trails, which can be seen in Figure 6.
3.2.1.7

Communicating with the Public

As a public agency, it is critical that the City is able to provide information to the public, but it is equally as critical
for the City to be able to collect information from the public. The section below identifies the various ways that the
City communicates with the public and vice versa.
A. Methods to Disseminate Public Information
The City disseminates information in the following formats:




B.

Print Media – Free weekly newspapers that are delivered at every residence;
Television – Local cable television channel dedicated to the City;
Email – Email service that allows people to subscribe to receive emails when there is new information posted
on a specific topic; and
City website – There is a main page and a page for each department that provides information.
Methods to Collect Information from the Public

The City also collects information from citizens through a variety of methods, which include:








C.

Letters to City Manager or City Council – Letters from citizens that are mailed to the City;
Letters to the Editor – Letters received from citizens in conjunction with the local newspapers;
Phone Calls – The City Manager and Council all provide their personal phone numbers to the public to
facilitate information sharing;
Citizen Observer application – An application on the City Police Department website that allows people to
provide anonymous tips and complaints;
City’s Online Request Tracker – An online portal on the City website where residents can report a concern;
In-person visits from citizens; and
2015 Citizen Survey – The City disseminated its first Citizen Survey in 2015 to collect information from Apache
Junction residents on their opinions of the City. The survey was disseminated to 1,400 randomly selected,
permanent residents.
Methods to Facilitate Two-way Communication between the City and the Public

There are a couple of communication methods that provide forums for the City to disseminate information but
also receive information from the public. These methods of facilitating two-way communication include:




Social Media – Facebook (City of Apache Junction, Apache Junction Police Department, Apache Junction Parks
& Recreation) and Twitter (@AJCityAZ, @ajlibrary, @AJPoliceDept);
Public Meetings – All City Council Meetings are open to the public and the City also holds periodic pub lic
meeting; and
Neighborhood Meetings – Annual meeting held with established neighborhoods and homeowners’
associations that are organized through the City Manager’s Office and allow citizens to get in-person time
with various City staff and department heads.
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The City also collects information from partner and neighboring agencies through social media by following their
Facebook and Twitter feeds, and relevant information that is collected is shared with the Apache Junction public.
3.2.1.8

Agency Agreements

As a City on the border of two different counties and within a highly dynamic region, there are multiple agencies
external to the City with whom City staff must communicate and coordinate on a regular basis. These external
agencies include local, state, and federal agencies and are involved in a wide range of City operations and services
from transportation to water services to communications. Table 2 identifies the cooperative agreements that
relate to the ITS Program and that currently exist between the City and an external agency.

Table 2 – Existing Agreements with External Agencies
External Partner
AJ Fire District
SFMD, ADOT and Pinal County
Emergency Response
Apache Junction Water, Arizona
Water, and Superstition Mountains
Community Facilities District (SMCFD)
ADOT Department of Public Safety
ADOT
MCDOT
Maricopa and Pinal County Flood
Control
MAG
CenturyLink and Mediacom
City of Mesa
Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport
Authority

Reason for Coordination
Topaz Regional Wireless Cooperative (TRWC)
for joint operation of regional radio system
EVP
Water and wastewater services

Incident response on US 60 within municipal
boundaries
Signal operation on US 60 and SR 88 within
municipal boundaries
Signal operation on Meridian Road within
municipal boundaries
Flood control and emergency management
Regional transportation initiatives
Telecommunications services (including Metro
Ethernet fiber)
TRWC; Mesa Fusion Center
Board of Directors along with City of Phoenix,
Town of Gilbert, Town of Queen Creek, City of
Mesa and Gila River Indian Community

Type of Agreement
Formal agreement
Intergovernmental
Agreement
Formal agreement

Informal
coordination
Informal
coordination
Informal
coordination
Informal
coordination
Member agency
Formal agreement
Formal agreement
Formal agreement

3.2.2 Planned Development and Infrastructure
In addition to existing infrastructure, it is important to identify planned and anticipated development or projects
that will occur in Apache Junction so that any effects from these projects can be accounted for in the ITS Plan.
Often times, these planned projects are identified in a City Capital Improvement P rogram (CIP) or a regional
Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP). Below is an identification of planned or programmed projects within the
area that are related to Apache Junction’s ITS Program.
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3.2.2.1 City of Apache Junction Legislative Work Plan
The City is currently in the process of developing a CIP program for future years, which will serve as a 5-year plan
for needed improvements. However, at this time, Apache Junction does not have a multi -year CIP program and
instead uses a one-year Legislative Work Plan to identify the projects and programs that will be pursued that
year. Table 3 identifies items from the 2014-2015 Legislative Work Plan that could potentially relate to ITS. Plans
for large commercial or residential developments are included because they will have a significant impact on the
City’s systems, including the transportation and communications systems, and thus would affect the ITS Program.
Other programs have also been included if they could influence future policies, processes or funding that could
be relevant to ITS.

Table 3 – Apache Junction City Council Legislative Work Plan (Fiscal Year 2014-2015)
Project or Program
Lost Dutchman Heights
Concept Plan

Description
12-square mile master-planned
development located south of Baseline
between Meridian and Goldfield.
Development plans include extensive
commercial development as well as up to
4,000 residential homes
Engineering Standards and Consideration of updates to existing
Public Works Permit Fees
engineering guidelines and public works
fees
Street and Transportation
General maintenance plan for City’s
Strategic Plan
transportation network
Update Planning and
Updating fees for planning and zoning
Zoning Administrative Fees applications
Special Event Process
Proposed revamping of special event
process
Bicycling
Research and discuss opportunities to
promote, encourage, and make safer
bicycling in and around the City
Downtown Events
Discuss opportunities to facilitate bringing
additional events into the downtown
including creating public space downtown
and improving downlight lighting
Preventative Maintenance Needed maintenance on streets
Street Projects
Emergency Operations
Review, practice and improve planning
Planning and Practice
and preparedness

Relevance to ITS
Install conduit, fiber, new signals with
cameras and detection; Anticipate
significant increase in traffic and
demands on City services

Include ITS applications in future
standards; include fees to support
development of ITS
Include ITS applications in future
transportation projects
Include fees to support development
of ITS
Central signal control to support
traffic management
Potential ITS applications that could
support information sharing and
bicycle safety
Utilize dissemination methods
strategically to inform of events

Include ITS applications in projects
that may break ground
Utilize ITS applications, information,
and systems to support essential
services during emergencies

In addition to the items found in the Legislative Work Plan, a future project that was discussed during the one -onone meetings involves a signal optimization project for all City-owned signals as soon as the City’s permanent
population reaches 50,000. This project is required as part of an Air Quality Non-Attainment Plan, which is a
federal mandate for municipalities that are located within air quality non-attainment zones.
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3.2.2.2 MAG TIP and ADOT State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)
The MAG TIP and the ADOT STIP are 5-year schedules of specific, capital projects that have been selected to be
constructed across the region and the state. The projects found in the TIP and the STIP are funded by federal
money and are either programmed for a specific year or are not programmed but are included for when funds
become available. The items found in Table 4 are included in the MAG TIP or the ADOT STIP and present potential
opportunities for the City ITS Program.

Table 4 – MAG TIP and ADOT STIP Programmed Projects
Source

MAG
TIP

MAG
TIP

MAG
TIP

Project Name

Street Improvements

Southern/
Winchester Sidewalk
Reconstruction

Meridian Road
Roadway Widening

Description of work

2015

Construction of
concrete sidewalks,
curb and gutter,
ADA ramps, and
bike lane striping

Ironwood, Southern,
and Idaho

Install conduit,
fiber

2017

Reconstruct
sidewalks with ADA
compliant ramps
and driveways

Southern Ave between
Winchester and Royal
Palms
Winchester Rd
between Hondo and
Southern

Install conduit,
fiber

2020

Design and
Construction

Street

Potential ITS
Application

Year

Meridian Rd between
Broadway and
Southern

Install conduit,
fiber

Meridian Rd between
Southern and Baseline
ADOT
STIP

US 60 - MP 196 TI at
Idaho Road

FY 20152024

Design and
Construction of TI

US 60 at Idaho Rd

Install conduit,
fiber, cameras,
detection

3.2.3 Identification of Key Areas and Corridors
The key corridors and important places and destinations within Apache Junction have been identified in order to
help prioritize future investments and recommendations so that they provide the largest benefit. The section below
identifies primary traffic corridors as well as key activity areas or destinations within the City.
3.2.3.1 Primary Traffic Corridors
While the year-round population of Apache Junction is about 40,000 people, the population during the winter
months (October through April) jumps to about 70,000 people. With the residential population almost doubling,
the City experiences higher volumes of traffic and different traffic patterns during the winter months than during
the rest of the year.
Figure 7 shows the average traffic volumes along City roads for the summer months and the average traffic
volumes for the same roads in the winter months. Ironwood and Idaho Roads are priority north/south corridors
and generally experience the highest average traffic volumes in the City in both seasons. The major east/west
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corridors through the City are Superstition Boulevard and Apache Trail, and these two corridors show the largest
variation in volume between the summer and winter months.
Additional primary traffic corridors are identified as part of the recommendations portion of this pl an with
respect to corridor signal timing optimization, evacuation routes, and detour routes for US-60.
The primary intersections within the City were identified based on volumes and largely correlate with the
intersections of the primary corridors. Primary intersections include:









Idaho Rd and Superstition Blvd;
Idaho Rd and Apache Trail;
Idaho Rd and Southern Ave;
Ironwood Dr and Superstition Blvd;
Ironwood Dr and Apache Trail;
Ironwood Dr and Broadway Ave;
Ironwood Dr and Baseline Rd; and
Apache Trail and Meridian Dr.
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Figure 7 – Average Traffic Volumes for Summer Months (2012) and Winter Months (2013)
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3.2.3.2

Key Destinations or Areas of Activity

In addition to key corridors and intersections, a set of key destinations and public facilities within Apache Junction
were identified, and these are depicted in Figure 8. There are three categories of destinations that have been
included in this map that will help in the prioritizing areas for implementation of key projects and infrastructure
that will be recommended in this plan.
1. Important emergency services in the City such as police stations, fire stations, and hospitals. It will be
important to ensure that these locations are well connected in terms of communications infrastructure as
well as roadway infrastructure and devices that improve emergency response.
2. Major community destinations in the City including the multigenerational center, the library, schools, the
community pool, busy shopping areas, and public parks.
3. City facilities, such as City Hall and City utilities, can help explain where people are going within the City.
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Figure 8 – Key Destinations and Areas in Apache Junction
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4 NEEDS AND GAPS ASSESSMENT
A needs and gaps assessment is the evaluation of information from meetings and documents to identify needs that
this ITS Strategic Plan should address. This section identifies gaps within the existing infrastructure, systems, and
City processes. It also identifies the challenges faced by various departments in serving its customers. The needs
identified relate to operational procedures, policies, infrastructure, or systems and are categorized based on their
applicability to ITS functions. The high-level overarching needs are the summarization of common needs
throughout the City and gaps that cover multiple departments or functions of ITS.
The needs were used in conjunction with other criteria to map out the recommendations and implementation plan
for the system. Creating this traceability was important to ensure the Plan addresses needs specific to Apache
Junction.
The needs assessment in this section was developed based on one-on-one conversations with multiple City staff.
Having a clear connection between the ITS Plan and the needs identified by staff helps foster trust and buy-in from
the City as a whole that the ITS Plan and ITS Program can address some of their needs and provide benefits to the
City.

4.1 Overarching ITS Program Needs
There are a few overarching needs that were important for the establishment of an ITS Program in Apache Junction.
These program needs were largely related to changes in processes and policies that will help support the success
of the City’s ITS program.









Educate internal City Departments on ITS capabilities to increase the awareness and understanding of what
an investment in an ITS Program can provide to all City services;
Develop a network environment, capacity, and security permissions that can support enhanced operational
and data sharing capabilities and future growth of investments;
Identify programs and standards in which ITS elements need to be included;
Mainstream ITS components (devices, communications, data collection, shared control) into capital and
transportation improvement programs and processes to expand/leverage the City’s ITS Program;
Expand the use and availability of ITS infrastructure, systems, and data that could benefit certain
departments or external partner agencies in the region;
Participate in and leverage regional initiatives to expand the City’s ITS Program;
Provide sufficient and knowledgeable staffing (foundational staffing, organizational structure, and pursuing
appropriate training and ongoing knowledge development) to support functions of the ITS Program; and
Measure and track the proficiency of the ITS Program and its components through a set of performance
measures to record successes and lessons learned. Communicate successes and benefits internally and to the
public and learn from challenges and failures.

4.2 Needs that Can be Addressed by ITS
Table 5 provides an overview of the needs that were identified by City stakeholders that an ITS Program can
address. The needs categories are general functional areas that are relevant to ITS; a more specific description of
the need as identified by Apache Junction is provided in the right column.
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Table 5 – Needs Identification and Description
Needs Category
Specific Needs
Public communication CITY
and information
 Ability to distribute relevant information
dissemination
tailored to audience
 Ability to provide real-time traveler information
TRAVELERS
 Real-time information en-route
 Safety enhancement information around City
RESIDENTS
 Information and communication connections
with City
 Information and communication connection
with community
Coordination/
CITY
communication
 More coordinated incident response and
between City
special event management
Departments
 Redundancy in essential City services

Coordination/
communication
between City and
External Agencies

CITY
Institutional processes for communication during
emergency situations
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Description of Specific Need(s)
Currently, there are outlets for the City to provide information
to the public such as the City website, social media, a public TV
channel, and a daily newspaper; however, there still seems to
be a challenge with disseminating accurate, real-time
information to the public, especially residents who do not have
access to cell phones or computers. Important information to
be disseminated might include travel restrictions, emergency
information, and availability of various facilities for travel and
City services. This need also includes the ability for Apache
Junction residents to be connected to the surrounding
community and be apprised of community events and ongoings.
There were multiple needs related to the City’s ability to
coordinate internally for various tasks. These included:
 Compatible systems and programs to facilitate the sharing
of data and information;
 Improved coordination and processes for special events
and or work zone management.; and
 Cross-training and staff redundancy to plan for times when
a primary staff member is unavailable.
There are many external partners that Apache Junction
interacts with on a regular basis such as ADOT, Maricopa and
Pinal Counties, flood control agencies and neighboring
municipalities. These agencies often have direct impacts on the
City operations, yet it was noted that there are few, if any,
formalized processes or agreements for coordinating and
communicating with these external agencies for day to day
operations or emergency situations. Apache Junction also
needs to improve staff redundancy for specific programs so that
there are multiple people who can help respond to an event if
necessary.
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Needs Category
Incident and
emergency
management

Specific Needs
CITY
 More coordinated incident response
management
TRAVELERS
 Minimal impact from restrictions on travel

Traffic, work zone,
and special event
management

CITY
 Management of transportation network
TRAVELERS
 Reliable transportation network
 Minimal impact from restrictions on travel

Multimodality

TRAVELERS
 Safety enhancement information around City
 Multimodal facility availability
RESIDENTS
 Multimodal facility availability
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Description of Specific Need(s)
A need for more direct communication and coordination
between individual and departments involved in incident
response was identified. This need arose from the need to
improve response time for incidents. There is a need to reduce
the impact of travel restrictions resulting from incidents on the
traveling public within the City.
In general, congestion is not an issue in Apache Junction;
however, it is likely that this will change with future growth and
development. It is important to be proactive and implement
strategies that can improve traffic conditions and allow the City
to better manage their existing and future transportation
system. Needs identified in this category include a need for
more infrastructure and technologies to help manage the
transportation network more efficiently. It also includes
process-related changes, such as coordination procedures
related to managing traffic when there is any disruption to
traffic flow. The City must make changes to ensure that it has
the ability to accommodate increased levels of traffic as the
area continues to grow.
Apache Junction’s location and population demographics make
it critical to provide multiple options for transportation around
the City. These modes are important for daily travel but also for
recreational purposes that could help draw in visitors to the City
and help the City maintain its desired character and community
feel.
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5 RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
5.1 Recommendations Based on Needs and Goals
A wide variety of recommended strategies emerged based on the needs of the City departments, the evaluation of
existing devices and systems, and analysis of current and anticipated operational processes. Individual strategies
outlined in this plan are intentionally defined as such in order to collectively accomplish the ITS goals and vision for
the City’s ITS Program. To verify that the needs and goals have been addressed through the strategies, broad
strategy categories were defined, and Table 6 illustrates the connection between ITS goals and the strategy
categories, identified by symbols. The table also shows connections between the goals and the various beneficiaries
(City, Residents, and/or Travelers).

Table 6 – Strategy Type Relation to Individual Needs of Apache Junction ITS Program Goals
Needs
Category
ITS Goal
Beneficiaries

Public
communication
and information
dissemination
City,
Travelers, and
Residents

Coordination /
communication
between City
Departments

Coordination /
communication
between City and
External Agencies

Incident and
emergency
management

Traffic, work
zone, and
special event
management

Multimodality

City

City

City and
Travelers

City and
Travelers

Travelers and
Residents

Strategy
Category
Symbol

Some strategies are outlined as smaller tasks that can be implemented in-house; other strategies will require
coordination with other City departments and other agencies and may take many years to implement. Every
strategy type is accounted for in the Recommendations section. The Public communication/information
dissemination category and the Multimodality category are largely outcome -based strategies and will require the
implementation of strategies within the other categories in order to produce the outputs ne eded to meet those
goals.

5.2 Strategy Timeframes
Timeframes play a vital role in determining feasible growth for the ITS Program and for achieving set goals. The
City’s recommended strategies are categorized by immediate, near-term, mid-term, and long-term timeframes.
The various timeframes allow interim steps to be taken in the near-term for large projects or those that require
extensive effort. A phased approach also allows the ITS Program to mature at a pace consistent with the capabilities
of the City. Timeframes are defined as follows:


Immediate (0 Years) implementation strategies are those that can (and should) be started right away and do
not require additional funding or infrastructure to complete. Some immediate projects are “low hanging
fruit,” have no associated costs, and require minimal effort but are important steps towards developing a City
ITS Program. Other projects that are categorized as immediate are those that should be started now because
they require a greater amount of time and coordination in order to accomplish. These more involved projects
are still considered immediate because there are no constraints to initiating the project at the present time.
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Near-Term (0-2 Years) strategies are considered low cost activities that should not involve lengthy processes
to implement but that might not be feasible for immediate implementation. Near-term strategies can be
completed within 0-2 years and will either directly address an existing need or are required as an interim step
to a mid- or long-term strategy.
Mid-Term (2-5 Years) strategies represent projects that may require funding, time for integration or
planning, assistance or participation from interdepartmental or regional partners, and/or a moderate amount
of effort to implement. The goal is to implement mid-term strategies within 2-5 years of finalizing the
Strategic Plan. Some mid-term strategies rely upon the completion and implementation of a near-term
strategy – these dependencies are identified later in this document.
Long-Term (5 Years and Beyond) strategies represent those that will require funding, a planned
implementation process, extensive support, and/or external support. External support could be composed of
regional partners and consulting firms. Most of the strategies wi th a long-term timeframe are large projects
that require a combination of extensive planning, partnerships, and funding and are likely dependent on the
successful implementation of immediate, near-term and mid-term projects.

There are projects that will be part of the City ITS Program in the future but whose implementation will occur
outside the 10-year timeframe targeted by this ITS Strategic Plan. These projects are those that cannot currently
be planned for because of uncertainties regarding technology i nnovation and lifecycles, levels and patterns of
growth and development in Apache Junction, and implementation and success of the recommended strategies
that are included within this plan. These strategies may be identified in this plan but should be developed and given
further detail in the subsequent updates to the ITS Strategic Plan.

5.3 Citywide Implementation Plans
This section summarizes recommended strategies that should be deployed Citywide that will build the foundation
for collection of information about the transportation network and the community that will help the City provide
enhanced services.

5.3.1 Citywide ITS Infrastructure Deployment Plan
Figure 9 provides a diagram that depicts the process for the City of Apache
Junction to deploy and manage ITS infrastructure and partnerships with respect to
timeframe as well as dependencies. Each phase of the diagram moving from left
to right provides the ‘next step’ in developing, operating, sharing, and extending
the central system connectivity to additional ITS infrastructure and partner departments or agencies. The first
‘steps’ are based on establishing a connection to the City of Mesa Central System as part of a fiscal year (FY) 2018
TIP project that was approved for funding by the region. This connection will include remote access by the City of
Apache Junction to control their infrastructure. For this project, the next ‘steps’ involve sharing of information with
other departments, as necessary, and establishing appropriate agreements for the use of that i nformation. The last
‘steps’ involve the City of Apache Junction establishing their own Central System, extending the ITS infrastructure,
and connecting to neighboring agencies or regional systems as necessary.
A description of each recommended strategy (A1 – A11, B1 – B6) as part of the Citywide ITS Management Plan is
provided in Appendix A – Citywide ITS Management Plan Strategies. Strategy descriptions include a summary of
how the City can accomplish the strategy and what considerations must be included in order for the strategy to be
successful. More detailed and technical guidance to support the deployment of these projects is f ound later in this
document.
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Figure 9 – ITS Infrastructure Deployment Plan
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5.3.2 Citywide Infrastructure Telecommunications Plan
Figure 10 depicts the ultimate buildout that is recommended for
telecommunications in Apache Junction. The main infrastructure included
in telecommunications is fiber optic cable within in-ground conduit and
wireless equipment. This infrastructure is used to create a connection to
other devices, such as traffic signals and cameras, to allow them to be viewed and controlled remotely. Having the
ability to control devices remotely will help improve incident management and traffic management by giving the
City the ability to get more real-time information and/or make changes to traffic signals as needed to help manage
traffic during incidents or times of heavy congestion.
The following section provides an overview of the important components of the recommended
telecommunications plan; however, the telecommunications plan guidance that is provided later in this document
should be consulted during the development of any telecommunications projects in the City.


Redundant fiber grid: The red line shown in Figure 10 identifies the recommended fiber grid for the City. The
fiber grid was developed with the goal of creating a redundant ring and connecting to a majority of the City
ITS infrastructure and priority buildings (police, fire, schools, City Hall). Figure 11 shows the recommended
prioritization of fiber deployment in order to reach the ultimate buildout condition. The benefits of having a
fiber grid in the City is that it can handle a very large amount of data at a high speed of transmission. Fiber
can benefit other non-transportation uses, such as schools or emergency services. The fiber ring that is
shown in Figure 10 also provides redundancy for the telecommunications network in the event that a fiber
path is malfunctioning or disabled. Redundancy is important to design into the network ensure that there is
the ability to manage traffic signals in the event of device malfunction or an emergency.



Wireless mesh network to cover City infrastructure: The hatched green line in Figure 10 depicts the wireless
radio coverage that would cover the City at buildout. Wireless radios are preferred over cellular
communications because of the ongoing costs and potential lapse in coverage involved with cellular
connection to devices. This wireless network is based on a one-mile maximum distance from a fiber line,
which is the recommended distance for a wireless-to-fiber connection. This means that a wireless radio can
send its data to a wireless receiver connected to fiber approximately one-mile away, and this data will be
transmitted along the fiber to the Central System. With the recommended buildout, all but two traffic signals
within the City municipal boundaries are included within wireless coverage. The two wireless radios along US60 that are outside of the wireless coverage area will have to use more than one wireless ‘hop’ to reach the
City fiber path, which increases the chance of transmission error; however, because of the good line -of-sight
distance that exists on US-60, the use of additional wireless hops is not anticipated to be an issue.



City fiber in ADOT conduit: There are two segments of the ultimate fiber network that are labeled in Figure 10
as ‘Fiber in ADOT Conduit Connected to Traffic Signal.’ These two segments describe recommended Cityowned fiber that would be placed along roads that are owned by ADOT, which include Idaho Road/SR 88 and
US-60. In order to deploy these segments of fiber, the City will have to work with ADOT and develop an
agreement to get conduit installed along the road and run City-owned fiber through the conduit. It is
assumed that any conduit installed along ADOT-owned roads will be owned and installed by ADOT, while
conduit along the other roads in the City would be City-owned and installed. Fiber segments proposed in
ADOT right-of-way (ROW) are shown as lower priority in Figure 11 because the City should not wait for
ADOT’s network implementation in order to deploy City-owned infrastructure in the City. However, if at any
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point an opportunity arises to deploy fiber in ADOT ROW, the City should take advantage of that opportunity,
regardless of the priority level of the segment.


Connection to City of Mesa fiber at Signal Butte Road: As part of the FY 2018 TIP project, the City of Mesa will
help manage the Apache Junction traffic signals and new CCTV cameras through their Central System. Figure
12 provides detail on the components of this project, including the locations of wireless radios and CCTV
cameras that will be deployed. In order to provide connection to the Mesa Central System, on e radio tower
will be installed within the City of Apache Junction at Broadway and Ironwood that will connect to a new
wireless radio in the City of Mesa at Signal Butte Road and US-60. The radio in Mesa will be connected to the
Mesa fiber network that extends along US-60 to Signal Butte, which provides a direct connection to the Mesa
Transportation Management Center (TMC). The wireless radio tower in Apache Junction will provide a central
location to transmit data from Apache Junction signals and cameras to the wireless radio in Mesa that will
ultimately give Mesa connection to Apache Junction infrastructure. For the ultimate buildout scenario shown
in Figure 10, it is assumed that Apache Junction will eventually get their own Central System to manage their
devices, and thus, the radio at Signal Butte and US-60 will no longer be necessary to connect to Mesa’s
Central System and will be relocated to be used at new infrastructure in Apache Junction.



Last mile connections to external growth areas for City: In addition to the fiber ring, there are four fiber
extensions that are shown in Figures 10 and 11 that draw the fiber network to the edges of the City where
growth might occur. These fiber segments are located on Apache Trail, Old West Highway, and US -60. These
fiber extensions would provide additional connections to City-owned signals, expand the wireless network
coverage (one-mile in each direction from the end of the fiber) to include more of the City, and provide the
ability to further expand the fiber network as the City becomes more developed, or as more fiber is installed
by other agencies (City of Mesa, ADOT or MCDOT). However, because these last mile connections are
dependent on the actions of other agencies or on future growth, they are considered low priority in Figure
12.
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Figure 10 – Citywide Infrastructure Telecommunications Plan
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Figure 11 – Recommended Prioritization for Fiber Deployment
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Figure 12 – Near-Term Telecommunications Project (FY 2018)
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5.3.3 Citywide Video Observation Master Plan
The ITS Strategic Plan is developing Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) shape files containing ITS Program component locations. One of
the shape files developed as part of this plan includes a master plan
for observation locations citywide. The term ‘observation’ is being
used because that function could be captured by the deployment of a CCTV camera at an intersection or can be a
video image detection device. The proposed future observation locations are immediate areas of interest in which
the City will benefit from implementing an observation technology as development and funding permits.
Figure 13 shows the proposed observation locations throughout the City. Locations were determined based on the
existing City facility locations, existing primary traffic and safety corridors, and planned telecommunications
network expansions. The proposed observation locations are documented within a GIS shape file that will be
included in the City GIS database. The City GIS database stores the City’s assets in shape files and it is recommended
that this planned ITS device buildout map be incorporated into that database to support project scope
development for City capital projects.
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Figure 13 – City of Apache Junction Proposed Observation Locations
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5.3.4 Citywide Signal Optimization Plan
Traffic signal timing coordination and optimization can be one of the most cost-effective methods for
improving mobility and traffic flow. The objective is to maximize the progression of traffic along a corridor
by coordinating timing plans on all signals based on the speeds and volumes of the corridor. Optimization
helps minimize the number of stops, amount of delay, fuel consumption, and emissions experienced by
drivers. Further, there is a federal regulation that, when the population of a municipality reaches 50,000,
that agency is required to undergo signal optimization projects as part of air quality standards.
MAG has a Traffic Signal Optimization Program (TSOP) that annually provides agencies with funding for the
completion of signal optimization projects. According to MAG, signal optimization is performed for the following
reasons:





To adjust signal timing to account for changes in traffic patterns due to new developments and traffic growth;
To reduce motorist frustration and unsafe driving by reducing stops and delay;
To improve traffic flow through a group of signals, thereby reducing emissions and fuel consumption ; and
To postpone the need for costly long-term road capacity improvements by improving traffic flow with
existing resources.

Thus, it is recommended that Apache Junction undergo multiple signal optimization projects throughout and
beyond the timeframe of this ITS plan. Figure 14 shows the recommended prioritization of corridors for
optimization. Many of these corridors involve traffic signals that are not operated by the City, so these optimization
projects will have to be collaborative efforts that involve either ADOT or MCDOT.
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Figure 14 – Corridor Prioritization for Signal Optimization
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5.3.5 Citywide Traveler Information Plan
With connectivity to existing traffic signals and some observation in place,
there will be information that the City can provide to the traveling public.
Information provided to travelers and residents at the right time can be
beneficial and sometimes necessary. There are four levels of importance
when describing locations throughout the City. These locations are based on the necessity, severity, and purpose
of the traveling public needing to receive information.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Essential Location – for safety and evacuation purposes;
Very Important Location – for US-60 detour routes or AMBER/Silver Alert messages;
Important Location – for local road closures or restrictions (accidents, construction, special events); and
General Location – for public service announcements or event messages.

Each location (intersection, midblock, or point of interest) in the City may have one or more types of information
that could be provided at that location. Figure 15 provides a mapping of information locations based on information
type. The more essential the location, the more information types are targeted for that location. It is recommended
for the City to pursue portable or permanent information messaging at the locations with the most reasons to
provide information to the traveling public. More information about types of technologies that can be used for enroute information dissemination can be found in Section 6.5 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment. Primary
locations that have all four information types include the following:




Apache Trail / Delaware Drive;
Apache Trail / Old West Highway; and
Ironwood Road south of Southern Avenue.
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Figure 15 – City of Apache Junction Proposed On-road Information Locations
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5.3.6 Citywide Individual Strategies
Although there are numerous opportunities to deploy and connect
ITS infrastructure, there are strategies that can be implemented
with no cost and minimal effort that can become very effective
tools for the City to utilize immediately. These strategies are
individual in nature and are not dependent on other activities in order to proceed.
The following individual strategies should be led by Public Works and are recommended for immediate
implementation:












Verify/establish area of interest for the City of Apache Junction involvement in the AZTech Regional
Information System (ARIS), implemented in 2014, which is a regional traffic communication system that
distributes customized and integrated real-time traffic incident information.
Begin the process of developing detour routing plans for when there is a closure on US-60 and all traffic is
routed onto City roads. These plans should include routing, signal timing plans (if applicable), location of
necessary portable devices (see Figure 15), and inter-departmental coordination plans.
Perform and inventory Asset Management – 1) identify characteristics of existing ITS and traffic signal assets
(such as installation date, make, model, version number, and detailed manufacturer information) ; 2)
incorporate new ITS and traffic signal assets into a tracking tool; 3) incorporate assets into City-owned GIS
layers.
Develop an ITS checklist of items or components that should be considered for inclusion in a project during
the project development process; for example, conduit and pull box infrastructure for ITS communications.
This should include incorporation of ITS line items into traffic signal design requirements, roundabout design
requirements, and utility plans (streetlights).
Participate (in person and via teleconference) in regional initiatives and programs (MAG ITS Committee,
Regional Community Network (RCN) working group, traffic incident management (TIM) training, funding
opportunities, CAAG etc.).
Improve Communication Section of Emergency Operations Plan to clearly define communications plans and
procedures.
Improve communication and coordination procedures with flood control districts to facilitate greater and
more direct information sharing and communication in the case of emergencies.
Begin a program to conduct semi-annual (spring and fall) travel time studies along major arterial streets. This
could be done in conjunction with the traffic counts studies that are conducted.
Continue communication and planning with Superstition Fire and Medical District to continue EVP program
and device deployment.

Additionally, the following strategies originate in other City departments but will require coordination with Public
Works. While Public Works cannot technically pioneer these projects, they should advocate for their immediate
consideration:




Consolidate the City’s Twitter accounts so that there is a single account for all City services and have one
person from each department be responsible for checking the account for relevant information. Additional ly,
follow important external agencies’ Twitter accounts (ADOT, Department of Public Safety (DPS), City of Mesa,
Town of Queen Creek, MCDOT) to collect and disseminate (internally/externally, and to the public)
information that might affect the City, its residents or travelers.
Expand the City’s ‘Notify Me’ section to include a new category to which people can subscribe related to
traveler information and advisories.
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Updated development fees and/or developer requirements to include installation of conduit o r conduit and
fiber as part of half-street improvements for new developments. Include procedures for including
conduit/fiber in projects that involve street re-construction, including utilities (Salt River Project (SRP),
telecommunication companies).
Begin to work with other departments to improve compatibility of systems, such as asset management
systems. Consider using GIS as the foundational system for all departments and come up with an
implementation plan that includes permissions levels for each department’s system to allow for sharing of
data and information. See guidance in Section 6.4 relevant to the GIS Plan.
Update guidelines and develop a City-wide policy for procuring software and systems to include
consideration for systems with mobile interfaces to support increased need for remote access (field work,
Police field officers, and inspectors) including acquisition of mobile technologies for staff to support
operations and maintenance.
Publicize social media outlets more prominently (top of page) for various City services on main City website;
include scrolling ticker on page with any messages that have the word ‘closure’ or ‘restriction’ in them.
Disseminate the City’s Truck Parking Ordinance in a conspicuous fashion and to a broader audience through
methods such as the City’s website and social media to ensure that freight operators are aware of the
ordinance prior to reaching Apache Junction.
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6 GUIDANCE FOR STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
The following section was developed in order to provide Apache Junction with guidance and support as they work
to develop and implement the recommended strategies. This section has six sub-sections:








Telecommunications Plan – This section provides technical details on types of technologies and devices that
should be deployed as part of the citywide telecommunications infrastructure plan and identifies where and
how various components should be implemented.
Maintenance Plan – This section provides details about the types and frequency of maintenance that is
required for various kinds of infrastructure that will be deployed as part of the City’s ITS program. Having a
maintenance plan built into the ITS program, rather than being a reactionary process, will be critical for the
long-term success of the ITS program and its continued expansion.
Staffing Plan – This section provides recommendations for the number and type of staff that will be needed
throughout the lifecycle of the ITS program. The staffing plan is highly tailored to Apache Junction based on
its current organizational structure, number of staff and realistic expectations for future hiring.
GIS Plan – This section considers how GIS can be used in the near-term to support City functions. Currently,
GIS is used in piecemeal fashion throughout the City and there are no standards or procedures for its use or
sharing. However, expanded and more coordinated use of GIS would provide significant opportunities for the
City to improve data collection, management and sharing both internally in the City and externally to other
agencies and the public.
Toolbox – This section provides general guidance for when deployment of ITS devices becomes warranted or
beneficial to the City Departments, the residents, or the travelers. This section can be used if additional ITS
devices beyond what is directly recommended in this ITS Plan are desired in the City.

This section should be referenced by those individuals who are implementing the various strategies that are
recommended for the City ITS Program. Adherence to these guidelines will help mak e sure that all important but
potentially subtle considerations are identified and that the ITS projects are being implemented for the right
reasons and in the most efficient and effective manner as possible. The below guidance is not intended to followed
sequentially, but instead, it should be used as appropriate based on the projects and strategies that are being
undertaken.

6.1 Telecommunications Plan
The City currently relies on third party fiber communications between major City facilities. While a robust and
advanced telecommunications system is ideal for most City applications, a realistic 10-year vision for the City of
Apache Junction is to pursue manageable, maintainable, and deployable telecommunications that will connect
services that can help improve operations and management. The intent of this Telecommunications Plan is to
provide the City with guidance in the world of transportation-related telecommunications that will be relevant.
Because the City currently has no telecommunications, it will be important for them to have some working
knowledge of various aspects of telecommunications (types of devices, configuration of devices, bandwidth
considerations, etc.) in order to make informed decisions when perusing or deploying strategies.
Telecommunications recommendations were developed using the previous tasks of the project and
constructability/redundancy standards that are used by cities throughout the Phoenix region.
A Telecommunications Plan must align the City’s goals and objectives with appropriate telecommunications
strategies that build a foundation of reliable, redundant, and City-owned communications. The goal of this
Telecommunications Plan is achieve the following objectives:
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Create network connectivity – by providing a connection to transportation infrastructure;
Increase network connectivity – by growing geographically to cover a greater percentage of the City;
Increase bandwidth capacity – by balancing the wireless-to-fiber optic cable deployment where bandwidth is
needed in the City;
Reduce network latency – by minimizing the number of wireless hops needed within the network; and
Increase network reliability – by achieving the above four objectives, the network will be reliable as the
telecommunications infrastructure and capabilities expands.

The telecommunications plan identifies configuration recommendations, the ultimate buildout of the
telecommunications network, and near-term connectivity solutions to address.

6.1.1 Telecommunications Network
Fiber network: It is recommended that the City expand its fiber optic network to create a redundant grid of fiber
optic infrastructure. Achieving a two mile grid system of fiber optic infrastructure covering the City will only help
to balance the wireless-to-fiber ratio if the City increases the number of wireless access points along the fiber optic
network. Adding wireless access points to strategic cabinets along the fiber grid will better support the wireless
system and will improve the network reliability of the switch within the cabinet by adding path diversity through
the wireless system.
Design and construction standards should follow MAG Standard Details and any Local Standards that are in place.
The following additional recommendations related to deploying a fiber telecommunications and conduit network
in the City should be considered if there is no additional guidance provided in MAG or local details:






Install pull boxes in the following configuration:
 Install No. 9 Pull Boxes at major one mile grid intersections.
 Install No. 7 Pull Boxes with Extensions at mid-mile or mid-point locations where traffic signals or
ITS devices may need connection to the fiber network.
Install conduit in the following configuration:
 Two four-inch conduits encased in Class B concrete slurry to prevent drifting – if cost needs to be
reduced for conduit installation, two two-inch conduits would suffice.
 Conduits should be placed 36 inches below finished surface.
 Each conduit should have a tracer wire for detection during utility Blue Staking process.
 One conduit should include inner-ducts to pull future fiber cables without incident.
 Conduit warning tape should be placed 12 inches to 18 inches below finished surface directly above
conduit infrastructure.
 Conduit may only be required on one side of the road for cost efficiency.
 If the City is concerned with copper theft (copper is installed in ITS conduit to provide power to ITS
devices), the following measures could be taken to secure copper infrastructure:
o Bury No. 7 Pull Boxes with Extensions with a GPS device inside for locating purposes.
o Install a lock on No. 9 Pull Box lids.
Install fiber in the following configuration:
 One 48-fiber cable for Transportation purposes to connect all traffic signals and ITS devices to the
fiber network.
 One 96-fiber cable for IT purposes to be able to home run (directly connect with two fiber strands
each City facility) to the IT central location.
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Install both the Transportation and IT fiber cables in the same conduit leaving the other conduit
reserved for power (copper cable) to ITS devices.
Coil 50 feet of fiber cable in each No. 9 Pull Box for slack from each cable entrance to the Pull Box
totaling 100 feet of fiber cable slack – this supports future splicing and re-splicing needs without
having to install new cable.
Coil 25 feet of fiber cable in each No. 7 Pull Box with Extension from each cable entrance to the Pull
Box totaling 50 feet of fiber cable slack – this supports future splicing and re-splicing needs without
having to install new cable.

Wireless network: Wireless mesh radios offer ease of deployment (as compared to fiber and conduit deployment)
at a relatively low cost and provide an unprecedented amount of path diversity that makes the network highly
reliable. There is a limit on the number of these radios that can be deployed within a given area without a fiber
optic connection that would provide a high bandwidth backhaul. Wireless radios are a preferred ITS
communications technology over cellular devices to connect to ITS infrastructure due to the ongoing costs and
potential for lapse in cellular coverage.
The City should deploy wireless mesh radios that will provide a minimum of 26 Megabits per second (Mbps) of
bandwidth for devices within their coverage area. If communications from a device needs to be transmitted from
far outside of a radio’s coverage area, the radio would need to hop from one radio to the next until it reaches the
fiber optic network. This hop causes the amount of available bandwidth of the radio system to reduce by
approximately 50% for each hop it takes to reach the fiber network. Therefore, there is a practical limit of how
much network traffic can be passed via the wireless network without saturating the capaci ty of the wireless
network and significantly reducing the usefulness of the network in terms of latency.
The City needs to create available wireless access points which will take the network traffic off of the wireless
network and divert it into the fiber optic network, because fiber is better suited for transporting large amounts of
network traffic over longer distances.
With a redundant grid of fiber optic infrastructure, the City’s wireless mesh radio network will only need to carry
traffic for a maximum distance of one mile to reach fiber under non-fault conditions. If there is an outage in the
fiber network (i.e., two sides of the fiber grid is down), then the wireless mesh radio system will only need to carry
traffic for a maximum distance of two miles. This approach provides the City with a more balanced network of
infrastructure that maximizes the benefits of both fiber optic and wireless network media technologies.
Sharing telecommunications maintenance responsibilities: Both Public Works and IT Departments have an interest
in the telecommunications network deployed in the City. The following are some recommendations related to
sharing the telecommunications maintenance responsibilities:






Both departments should agree to be responsible for “Blue Staking” the fiber conduit pathways and
maintaining all the fiber cables.
Either IT or Public Works (not both) should be responsible for the maintenance of the fiber network path
throughout the City. It is recommended that the IT Department has maintenance and uptime responsibilities
of the City fiber network because of the multiple potential uses of fiber/conduit infrastructure.
Either IT or Public Works (not both) should be responsible for the maintenance of the wireless radio
communication to ITS devices. It is recommended that the Public Works Department has maintenance and
uptime responsibilities of the wireless radio communication to ITS devices because of the primary use of
wireless radios being for the ITS Program.
Public Works should be responsible for their branch cable between the traffic signal / ITS device cabinet and
the pull box immediately in front of the cabinet that connects the device to the fiber network path.
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Agreements to formalize maintenance responsibilities for all ITS infrastructure betw een Departments will be
required.

6.1.2 Center-to-Field Network
The network through which ITS devices are eventually connected to the City of Apache Junction central operating
system (called “Central System”) is called Center-to-Field (C2F) network. Being able to remotely operate and
manage ITS devices in the City will reduce down time of those devices and reduce maintenance costs because of
the ability to troubleshoot the device from a central location. Each of the following are components that are
recommended to connect to a Central System for operations and management.
6.1.2.1

Traffic Signals

The C2F network needs to support telecommunications between the Central System and the traffic signal controller
cabinets located at each of the City’s signalized roadway intersections. There are four main components within a
traffic controller cabinet that need to be interconnected as part of an integrated traffic signal system. These devices
include:





Traffic Signal Controller;
Malfunction Management Unit (MMU);
Pre-emption; and
Video Image Detection (VID) (if available).

Currently, all other traffic signal cabinets in the City are standalone entities with no connections to other devices
or to a Central System. In order to efficiently manage and control the signal timing plans, pre-emption devices, and
observation equipment at each traffic signal from the Central System, each traffic signal cabinet will need
telecommunications connectivity to transfer data between the signal cabinets and the Central System.
As part of the near-term telecommunications project that is shown in Figure 12, the City is in the process of working
with the City of Mesa to implement an extension to their existing Centracs traffic signal control system software
platform access that will allow City Public Works personnel to manage/control the traffic signals on the Mesa
Central System through remote, virtual private network (VPN) access. Partnering with the City of Mesa using their
existing traffic signal control system does not limit the type of signal control lers that could be used within the City
of Apache Junction.
6.1.2.2

Video Image Detection

Traditional loop detection may be deployed to gather volume, occupancy and speed data on roadways. At traffic
signal intersection locations, loop detection connects directly into the local traffic signal controller to report realtime traffic data, thus not requiring any additional network bandwidth. However, the use of non -intrusive, VID
sensors provides the ability to view the video from each sensor device and remotely confi gure the detection zones
of these devices. The City has deployed one 360 degree camera that serves as video image detection. The C2F
network will need to support transmission of these video streams back to the Central System to view the traffic in
the camera’s field of view and remotely calibrate activities of the sensor’s detection zones. Video image detection
can be provided at any intersection configuration (signalized intersection, roundabout, or heavily-used access point
to business or event center) or mid-mile locations to collect and report current traffic conditions.
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6.1.2.3

Camera Image Observation

There is emphasis by multiple City departments to have visual observation capabilities at key intersections
throughout the City such as for incident management, detour/evacuation management, or day-to-day traffic
management purposes. A popular ITS technology that could support this function are CCTV cameras that offer pantilt-zoom (PTZ) capabilities. Another ITS technology that could also support this function in the future is the use of
VID that is able to view all legs/directions of an intersection that does not move, but at minimum, provides visual
confirmation of real-time conditions on the transportation network. VID can be provided at any intersection
configuration (signalized intersection, roundabout, or heavily-used access point to business or event center) or
mid-mile locations to collect and report current traffic conditions.
Camera image observation can be used for verifying the results of traffic management strategies, such as signal
timing changes or work zone diversions, and for detection and verification of crashes. Real-time camera images
facilitate rapid response to incidents that affect traffic flow. Cameras deployed at intersections have also been used
for verifying the conditions of a crash scene, resulting in more effective dispatching of emergency services and
clearing of crashes. The C2F network will need to support bringing these camera video streams back to the Central
System for operator viewing and provide control for pan, tilt, and zoom capabilities if the technology supports that
functionality.
In recent years, MAG has tested and deployed the use of an open-source camera viewing software called Luxriot.
This software could be installed by MAG at the City to view/control the cameras from their Central System.
6.1.2.4

Other ITS Devices

Any other device that the City deploys on the transportation network over time will need to be connected to the
Central System for operations and management. Portable or permanent message signs will need to be connected
to the Central System in order to post messages and verify status of the device (on, off, malfunctioning).
If the City desires to have permanent arterial DMS that can be fully operated from a Central System, each
permanent arterial DMS will need its own cabinet separate from the traffic signal cabinet and each portable DMS
will need to be equipped with a wireless telecommunications radio for connectivity into the C2F network.

6.1.3 City Departmental Coordination
In addition to the ITS C2F needs of the Public Works Department, all existing and future conduit and fiber
infrastructure should support the telecommunications initiatives of the City’s IT Department. By sharing conduit
and fiber infrastructure between the two departments (Public Works and IT) the City will realize cost savings in the
following areas:





Lower capital improvement cost (to City and Developers) when compared to designing and building two
separate networks that are independent of one another;
Fewer traffic impacts associated with conduit and fiber deployment activities when both networks (Public
Works and IT) are built at the same time;
Easier Blue Staking efforts of City infrastructure when both networks share common conduit and fiber
installation locations; and
Lower operations and maintenance costs when resources (staff and/or funding) can be shared between both
departments to keep the infrastructure operational.

Depending on the funding source that provides fiber and conduit, there will need to be coordination and strategic
use of fiber optic cable once it is deployed. If funding comes from a transportation source, the primary use will
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need to remain for transportation purposes. Agreements can be put in place to document and organize use of the
shared fiber cabling in the City.
The City IT Department will likely be able to serve all of the City services with 12 or 24 strands of fiber optic cable.
The ITS network will likely be able to serve all of the City devices within 24 strands of fiber optic cable.
In addition to the conduit and fiber sharing needs of both Public Works and IT Departments, network equipment
connections need to be made to receive and transmit data from the field ITS devices. Connections could also be
made to other City Departments through separate physical connection to the network equipment. The department
that has ownership of the fiber would be responsible for making these separate connections in order to make data
and video images that are transmitted through the fiber available to others. When connecting the ITS network
equipment to other Department or other City networks (if this is pursued), an additional need arises: the need for
a network security policy/standard to protect against unauthorized network users and interference between the
two networks.
The following are some of examples of proven partnering agreements that other agencies have implemented for
sharing fiber and conduit between multiple departments in a City and how those agreements would apply in
Apache Junction:
New conduit and fiber deployments: Both departments agree to share the same conduit (typically 4-inch conduit
with spare inner-ducts), and each department gets their own fiber optic cable.
Existing conduit with new fiber deployments: Both departments agree to share any available conduit capacity that
each department has. If there is only enough conduit capacity to install one more cable, then a higher count fiber
cable should be used and it will be shared by both departments to serve their needs. Typically the number of
strands of fiber each department gets within the cable are agreed to before the cable is installed.
Sharing existing fiber optic cable: Both departments agree to accommodate any request, within reason, to have
access to a limited number of fibers (depending on the need at hand) within each other’s fiber cables as the need
arises. The number of fibers is agreed to before splicing to the cable.
Generally, sharing of a fiber network (a number of fiber strands allocated to Public Works and a separate number
of fiber strands allocated to IT or other departments) is limited to the above levels of physical network separation
(i.e., separate fibers and separate network devices). Sharing of wireless radio access/bandwidth or sh aring of
network switch ports/bandwidth is not common due to the added complications of maintaining a shared network
(i.e., different network configurations and security needs).
In order to broaden the use of the City’s wireless network to support other City departments, the City may want to
consider developing a different wireless network for other departments that is separate from the Central System
wireless network for the transportation system. This would involve building a parallel fiber network (using separate
fibers within the same cables and separate backbone network switches) that solely supports all incoming wireless
traffic and logically separates the traffic into virtual local area network (VLAN) uplinks to each departments security
firewall.
Sharing of network telecommunications infrastructure and network equipment connection with other City
departments is highly encouraged.
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6.1.4 Connection to Other Cities
With the development of the RCN, the AZTech Regional Archived Data System (RADS), and ARIS, it has become an
important regional goal to share traffic, incident, and traveler information between jurisdictions. The following is
a description of each regional system.




RCN provides each agency connected to the network with web-based access to view images from other
agency’s cameras, which is helpful during crashes or situations that require multi-jurisdictional coordination.
RADS provides each agency with web-based access to view traffic signal timing plan information from other
jurisdictions on an as needed basis without being able to modify others’ timing plans.
ARIS provides each agency with a username/password with web-based access to retrieve the latest status of
incidents occurring on the freeway network in their jurisdiction. An area of interest is established for each
agency based on where that agency would like to receive information about the freeway network. Arterial
incident information is programmed to be an upgrade to the system and will help the City of Apache Junction
know what is happening in the neighboring jurisdictions.

The City of Apache Junction could greatly benefit by connecting to the neighboring City of Mesa, City of Chandler,
and nearby Town of Queen Creek.
In addition to sharing traffic and incident management video and data information with others agencies listed
above, there is a need to support MCDOT’s ability to extend their C2F network to MCDOT-owned ITS/signal system
infrastructure adjacent to Apache Junction’s City limits. Opportunities to partner on projects to accomplish this are
identified in the ITS Recommendations.
As with the intra-jurisdictional connectivity needs, there are also telecommunications security policies needed for
any interjurisdictional connections to Mesa, Chandler, Queen Creek, ADOT and MCDOT. This center-to-center
network should be secured logically from the Traffic C2F and IT networks at a minimum, with preferred physical
separation.

6.1.5 Network Bandwidth Recommendations
Bandwidth is a term used to describe the maximum capacity of traffic or data that can be transmitted across a
network at any given time. Different network services require various amounts of bandwidth. The number of
devices on each fiber optic ring path back to the City Central System and the bandwidth requirements of the total
number of those devices determine the size of the Ethernet system needed to maintain communications to those
devices. 100 Mbps and Gigabit Ethernet services are available for the City’s traffic/ITS system. The following
tables are bandwidth calculations for the number of devices that could potentially be integrated into the City
traffic/ITS network in both the interim FY 2018 project (Table 7) as well as the ultimate recommended build out.
The City of Apache Junction can use the following bandwidth standards for ne twork devices:





Wireless Mesh Radios = 26Mbps;
Fiber Field Distribution Circuits = 100Mbps;
Fiber Backbone Circuits = 1Gbps; and
Fiber Backbone Cable Size = 96-Fibers.
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Table 7 – Initial FY2018 Deployment Bandwidth Load Calculations
Application
# of Devices
Bandwidth Per Device
Traffic Controller
18
19.2 kbps
VID
1
1.5 Mbps
CCTV
9
3 Mbps
DMS
0
19.2 kbps
RCN Camera Sharing
0
3 Mbps
Total Bandwidth of Supported Devices

Total Bandwidth
0.345 Mbps
1.5 Mbps
27 Mbps
0 Mbps
0 Mbps
28.845 Mbps

In Table 7, the total bandwidth requirements of the existing systems are within the 100 Mbps Ethernet system
and therefore makes that system a potential near-term option.
It is important to note that, for buildout conditions, it is recommended that the City establish multiple
communications rings which will distribute the bandwidth needs across the multiple rings allowing for future
growth. Table 8 calculates the increased bandwidth requirements to manage all devices in the ultimate buildout
scenarios for CCTV, DMS, traffic signal connectivity, and sharing with regional partner agencies.

Table 8 – Ultimate ITS Device Deployment Bandwidth Load Calculations
Application
# of Devices
Bandwidth Per Device
Traffic Controller
33
19.2 kbps
VID
1
1.5 Mbps
CCTV
25
3 Mbps
DMS
6
19.2 kbps
RCN Camera Sharing
25
3 Mbps
Total Bandwidth of Supported Devices

Total Bandwidth
0.634 Mbps
1.5 Mbps
75 Mbps
0.115 Mbps
75 Mbps
152.252 Mbps

In order to avoid network saturation that introduces network delay time, an Ethernet link is typically designed for
60%-80% of usable capacity; therefore; a 100 Mbps link only provides for 60Mbps – 80 Mbps of usable bandwidth
and a gigabit link only provides 600Mbps – 800Mbps of usable bandwidth. Based on the total number of devices in
the ultimate buildout scenario, a distributed Gigabit Ethernet ring is recommended for the City traffic/ITS backbone
system to accommodate the growth without the need for updating equipment in the future. This system represents
the highest requirements that would be observed and accounts for the largest bandwidth Ethernet system needed
for the City’s C2F network.

6.1.6 Other Related ITS Telecommunication Needs
When building agency-owned telecommunications infrastructure, there are a variety of needs associated with
operations and maintenance. This section provides a brief introduction of these needs.
Network Security: If the City was building a closed C2F Traffic network between the Central System and the field
devices, then minimal network security precautions would be needed because a closed network provides a high
level of network security. In today’s day and age, a City’s ITS infrastructure extends beyond the Central System with
inter/intra jurisdictional connections which will affect the networking technology that is selected and creates a
need to evaluate the system from a network security perspective. For example, a WiFi wireless link introduces the
potential for the network to be hacked. A network switch within a traffic signal cabinet can be a vulnerable access
point for a hacker if they are able to open the cabinet door and connect directly to the network switch , although
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this offers less opportunity for a potential hacker than a WiFi access point radio. Both scenarios (and others) need
to be considered by the City to balance the cost verses risk ratio when applying security measures.
Network Reliability: Although today’s traffic signal controllers can operate without being connected to a Central
System, there is a period of time in which traffic patterns could be impacted if the timing plan of each individual
signal drifts away from the timing plan of the other signals. Not having network connectivity between the Central
System and ITS field devices will also limit the City’s ability to respond to a traffic incident or other events that
affect traffic flow or circulation patterns that lower the quality of service that the City provides to its travelers.
Therefore, there is a need to build some redundancy into the network architecture which will limit the
opportunities for network down time.
Network Bandwidth: Telecommunications technologies have advanced significantly which affords the City the
ability to build a high bandwidth network. However, the network demands have also increased as more and more
types of applications are deployed to manage the City’s transportation system. Even with today’s high bandwidth
technologies, there is still a need for a network bandwidth analysis to assess how much capacity is needed and how
much spare capacity will be available for future applications. This is particularly important when considering the
multiple uses of a City’s telecommunications network including potential use by IT, Fire District, or the School
District.

6.2 Maintenance Plan
ITS elements require a level of maintenance that has not been required by the City thus far. It will also require
fundamentally different maintenance needs than traditional transportation infrastructure. Proper effort toward
maintenance activities will result in device/infrastructure reliability and effective operation, which will protect the
agency’s investment in ITS. Full operational capabilities of ITS devices/infrastructure will enable the ITS program to
adapt to changing conditions. The ITS elements that have been recommended for the City of Apache Junction are
strategic and minimal to provide the City with enhanced capabilities without creating undue strain on existing
resources.
ITS operations and maintenance considerations should be evaluated before implementing a technology. For
example, life-cycle cost analysis should be conducted to compare the use of higher priced components in order to
reduce regular maintenance costs. Operation and maintenance (O&M) of ITS technologies and systems extends
beyond simply keeping the equipment working. Reacting to emergency failure conditions, maintaining accurate
maintenance logs, and conducting preventative maintenance programs all require fully -trained staff. A
maintenance management system can also be used to track failures and decrease the time needed to repair the
failures. A comprehensive inventory will help to plan for when device upgrade or replacement should occur and
can track the tradeoff costs of maintaining equipment beyond its lifecycle versus replacing the equipment.
The maintenance plan proposed in this section identifies the criteria for replacement and preventative
maintenance and the need for ongoing support for ITS Program devices and systems. The number of devices and
systems that need to be maintained throughout the City of Apache Junction will increase in the near-term based
on the programmed ITS infrastructure projects. These devices and systems need to be appropriately maintained
and effectively operated to provide accurate, reliable, and timely information.
The following three maintenance types are included in this section in order to recommend maintenance activities
based on device-type general guidelines, rather than required activities, to allow the City to identify areas where
maintenance activities could be introduced based on resource availability:
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Preventative Maintenance – What to do to prevent failure – This encompasses a set of checks and
procedures performed at scheduled intervals including: inspection, record keeping, cleani ng, and
replacement.
Response Maintenance – What to do when something fails – This is the initial reply by field maintenance
staff to an ITS subsystem or malfunctioning device. Response maintenance includes minor maintenance
activities, major maintenance activities, and major rehabilitation/upgrade activities.
Replacements/Upgrades – What to do when something cannot be fixed – This can be required if the device
has experienced frequent malfunctions, failures, or has reached lifecycle expectancy and it is more costeffective to replace the technology rather than to continue to maintain it.

6.2.1 Preventative Maintenance
This is performed to ensure the reliability and longevity of the mechanical and electrical operations of the system
and will reduce failures in equipment, response maintenance, road user costs, and liability exposure. Preventative
maintenance involves repetitive upkeep to allow devices and systems to operate efficiently and effectively to
maximize the operating lifespan of ITS devices. Preventative maintenance includes minor and major maintenance
needs, making the frequency of maintenance an important consideration.
It is recognized that the existing City procedures are to check all traffic signal infrastructure on a daily or weekly
basis. However, as the City grows over time and maintenance efforts increase, it will be important to maintain
consistency in preventative maintenance, particularly as new staff are added to support the growth.
The preventative maintenance activities and frequency varies by device, device components, and system, which
are outlined in Table 9. The City can refer to this table when incorporating new signals, new ITS infrastructure, or
new staff. The City should review and revise the preventative maintenance procedures on an annual basis to ensure
new issues are being addressed.

Table 9 – Preventative Maintenance Recommendations
Intersection PM Checklist Item
Interior Cabinet Check
Cl ea n ca binet i nterior
Check controller lamp and door switch
Check fa n and thermostat
Check fi lter
Check door fit a nd gasket
Check l ocks a nd hinges
Check/verify for ca binet ti ming and log s heet
Check fi eld block terminal connections
Check conflict monitor i ndications
Check a ll detectors
Exterior Cabinet and Field Check
Check condition of cabinet exterior
Check a ll signal indications
Check a ll pedestrian i ndications
Check pole conditions and hand hole covers
Check a ll signal head back plates a nd vi sors
Check a lignment of signals a nd pedestrian heads
Check condition of pull boxes and lids
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Intersection PM Checklist Item

Recommended Interval

Intersection Field Check
Vi s ual check of a ll tra ffic signs at i ntersection
Vi s ual check of i ntersection luminaries
Vi s ual check of a ll tra ffic l oops

Monthl y

Vi s ual check of other tra ffic system related cabinets
Typical CCTV Check List Items
Vi s ual check of a ssembly
CCTV recei ver
Vi deo tra nsmitter
Fi ber distribution unit
Ca bi net equipment
Pol e or exterior condition
Typical Message Sign Check List Items
Fi eld i nspection
Si gn panel
Pul l boxes
Ca bi net exterior
Ca bi net i nterior
Re-l amping

Qua rterly
Annual
Recommended Interval

Annual

Recommended Interval

Every s i x-months

6.2.2 Responsive Maintenance
ITS devices and systems have specific maintenance requirements per the manufacturer’s maintenance manual of
each device. There are three types of maintenance that ITS devices require in order to attempt to fulfill their
intended design for operations and lifecycle:




Minor Maintenance – Minor maintenance includes tasks which can be carried out without large scale testing
or the use of heavy equipment. It includes visual inspections and checking of many items, elementary testing,
cleaning, lubricating, and minor repairs that can be carried out with hand tools or portable instruments.
Major Maintenance – As well as all items normally done under minor maintenance, major maintenance also
includes extensive testing, overhauling and replacement of components, which may require a scheduled
power outage and the use of bucket trucks and other heavy equipment.
Major Rehabilitation – Major rehabilitation or complete replacement is contemplated for devices that
experience frequent malfunctions or failures.

Table 10 identifies the frequency of minor and major maintenance, major rehabilitation, and lifecycle timeframes
for a range of ITS devices. These guidelines should be updated as information becomes available to incorporate the
increased reliability that may result as new technologies are implemented or devices are upgraded. The following
are resources that were utilized in the development of recommended ITS device maintenance guidelines for the
City of Apache Junction:



Recommended Practice for Operations and Management of ITS (ITE Publication); and
International Municipal Signal Association (IMSA) Preventative Maintenance of Traffic Signal Equipment
Program.

Table 10 below provides recommended ITS maintenance guidelines that the City is encouraged to utilize, though
certain situations and resources may be limited.
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Table 10 – ITS Device and Telecommunications Maintenance Guidelines
Equipment Type

Minor
Maintenance

Major
Maintenance

Major
Rehabilitation

Lifecycle
Timeframe

Traffic Signal Systems
Ca bi nets
Si gnal Heads

26 weeks
26 weeks

2 – 5 yea rs
2 – 5 yea rs

10 yea rs
10 yea rs

20 yea rs
20 yea rs

El ectronics
Pol es

13 weeks
26 weeks

N/A
5 yea rs

N/A
15 yea rs

10 yea rs
50 yea rs

1 yea r

3 yea rs

10 yea rs

CCTV Camera Systems
PTZ Uni ts

26 weeks
Dynamic Message Signs

Si gn Ca se
Protecti ve Devices
Pi xel s, Modules, and Drivers
Control lers

---

26 weeks

1.5 yea rs

10 yea rs

26 weeks
---

1 yea r
26 weeks

2 yea rs
3 yea rs

10 yea rs
6 yea rs

---

26 weeks

3 yea rs

6 yea rs

Vehicle Detection Systems
Loop Detectors a nd Ca bles

26 weeks

1 yea r

5 yea rs

10 yea rs

Ca bi nets
Power Supply

--26 weeks

26 weeks
5 yea rs

10 yea rs
10 yea rs

20 yea rs
20 yea rs

1 yea r
---

5 yea rs
26 weeks

10 yea rs
2 yea rs

25 yea rs
7 yea rs

Grounding
Control lers

Telecommunications Systems
Fi ber Optic Ca ble Pl ant
Fi ber Optic Pl an Vi deo a nd Data Equipment
Wi reless Radio Spread Spectrum

1 yea r

5 yea rs

25 yea rs

25 yea rs

--26 weeks

26 weeks
4 yea rs

3 yea rs
10 yea rs

10 yea rs
20 yea rs

TMC Equipment
Servers

26 weeks

1 yea r

2 yea rs

5 yea rs

Ra ck Equipment
Works tations

26 weeks

1 yea r
2 yea rs

2 yea rs
2 yea rs

5 yea rs
5 yea rs

Works tation Displays
Uni nterruptible Power Supply

26 weeks
1 yea r

1 yea r
5 yea rs

3 yea rs
10 yea rs

5 yea rs
20 yea rs

Development of a maintenance tracking system would be beneficial to keep an inventory of maintenance activities
that have occurred on each device. The City’s responsive maintenance tracking should consist of the following
standard operating procedures:








Detection;
Work order creation;
Dispatched resources;
Response activities;
Diagnosis;
Interim repairs; and
Work order close out.
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This tracking will allow the ITS Program to identify devices that are not reliable or accurate or have had frequent
malfunctions. The tracking will also allow Apache Junction to identify appropriate cases for technology
replacements where maintenance of an existing technology may be more costly than upgrading to a newer
technology.
Agencies are currently experiencing much shorter replacement/upgrade timeframes because of rapidly changing
technology. Occasionally, older technologies do not reach their lifecycle timeframe because of development of
newer technology. Emerging technologies such as those for Connected Vehicles, real -time congestion information
through Bluetooth, or WiFi devices are experiencing a sub-three-year upgrade cycle. Agency’s procurement
processes and funds may not be able to respond to such rapid technology turnover.
It is recommended that, within the 10-year timeframe, the City focus on deploying a minimal number of devices
and gaining comfort level with managing and using that infrastructure , prior to extending functionality to newer
and lesser-proven technologies.

6.2.3 Replacement/Upgrades
Replacement of equipment can be suggested if a device has experienced frequent malfunctions, communications
or operating failures, irreparable damage, or has exceeded its lifecycle expectancy. While some agencies have
replaced various components of a device as it fails, the City of Apache Junction is encouraged to utilize preventative
maintenance to decrease the frequency of ITS device replacement. Public Works staff will need to maintain ITS
devices and systems and will require appropriate training to serve that role. Maintenance of ITS devices will require
an allocation of funds within the current Public Works budget.

6.2.4 Ongoing Support
Ongoing support for this maintenance plan consists of a reliable funding source to provide maintenance throughout
the ITS devices and system lifecycles. Funding of ongoing support will need to be built into the Public Works annual
budget.
All of City of Apache Junction Public Works maintenance is completed in-house. The maintenance operations for
ITS devices or systems (loop detection, traffic signals, and video detection) is currently in-house. The roles and
responsibilities, maintenance guidelines, and requirements of Public Works staff should be updated to include
preventative maintenance and replacement of ITS device and systems. Maintenance for the ITS fiber optic
telecommunications network will require support from the IT Department. By utilizing in-house support, the City
of Apache Junction decreases the liability and risk that is attached to third party vendors.

6.3 Staffing Plan
Within this strategic planning process, the City of Apache Junction has a valuable opportunity to investigate a
staffing solution that is founded within the defined vision and needs of the agency. The proposed staffing
recommendation in this section was developed through an approach that assumes the City will establish an
operations group to meet very specific needs independent of the existing staff structure. The proposed staffing
structure in this section is not intended to represent a modification of the existing system. Instead, it is envisioned
that the implementation of the proposed staffing structure will model and integrate the current structure and skill
sets so that the final result successfully merges appropriate staffing operations with the assets and opportunities
that already exist with the City of Apache Junction.
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6.3.1 Staffing Considerations
The City may not want to pursue any staffing changes prior to acquiring a City Central System. Responsibilities for
new wireless, fiber and conduit infrastructure can be incorporated within the City’s IT Department staff roles.
Responsibilities for new FY 2018 City of Mesa Central System connectivity and camera deployment can be
incorporated within the City’s Public Works staff or technician roles. When additional devices beyond FY 2018 are
added to the City ITS Program, the City will need to determine appropriate staffing at that time. There are a few
considerations when the City decides to pursue additional or adjusted staffing to account for a growing ITS
Program:





Heightened Skill Set – Central Systems are undergoing a number of fundamental changes, including the
introduction of more sophisticated technologies (evolving ITS Programs), a shift to integrated operations
(multiagency, multimodal), and improvements to customer service capabilities. The increased demand for
services and changes to Central System operations affects staffing practices. Increasing demand requires
more employees and the necessary knowledge, skills, abilities to handle the demand. Advances in technology
that automate certain aspects of a Central System may reduce the number of employees required to manage
the Central System operations, however, employees with higher level skills will be required.
Redundant Support Structure – It will be important to foster and maintain staff skills redundancy through
greater training and cross-training so that there is more than one person with the knowledge and skills to
operate and maintain ITS equipment and systems.
Central System Management Architecture – Another major difference with a large impact on staff planning is
whether the Central System operations function out of a traditional TMC with workstations and a video wall,
or if the Central System is operated on a virtual basis with a few City offices having permissions level access
to certain parts of the system.

6.3.2 Staffing for the ITS Program
A well-crafted staffing plan should fulfill five key objectives:






Ensure appropriate staffing levels;
Ensure the organization employs staff with the requisite knowledge, skills, ability, and other characteristics in
the appropriate positions when needed;
Ensure that the organization adapts to changes internally and externally;
Provide a systematic approach for human resource management; and
Provide a shared vision of human resource functions.

A staffing plan is designed to be practical and prevent periods of overstaffing or understaffing. Overstaffing causes
excessive and unjustified payroll costs. Understaffing the ITS Program will mean that the City has slower resp onse
rates to incidents, infrastructure remains broken for longer periods of time, and investments will go to waste.
Rather than hiring a group of specific ITS personnel, it is recommended that the City focus on one strategic hire
responsible for the Central System operations and management; other peripheral ITS Program responsibilities
should be impropriated into existing positions at the City. The strategic Central System Manager or ITS Program
Manager hire is anticipated to coincide with the City deciding to pursue establishment of their own Central System
rather than continuing to expand the network through the City of Mesa system connection. This decision needs to
come based on funding availability, desire of the City to provide staff and changing roles to support the ITS Program,
and a commitment to continue the ITS Program well into the future.
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The staffing recommendation is provided in Figure 16 that shows:





Blue boxes: Positions that already exist and may not be directly affected by the ITS Program on a day-to-day
basis.
Red boxes: A new Central System Manager position is created along with a Senior Operator position (as
warranted by growth).
Orange boxes: Other ITS responsibilities are rolled under positions that already exist within the City.
Green boxes: New personnel to support operations and maintenance staff will be added at a later date (as
growth dictates).

Figure 16 – Proposed Staffing Plan for ITS Program
Central System Manager –
The number of supervisors affects the quality of Central System operations and how quickly decisions can be made
in a crisis. Typically, supervisors (i.e., the decision makers) who handle day-to-day operations and maintenance are
highly accessible. Supervisors typically carry pagers and/or cell phones, and shift supervisors generally have access
to view the Central System from their offices. Central System Manager or Supervisor position descriptions are
provided below:





Provide technical responsibility for operations/control/dispatch centers, facility, staff, and daily operations;
Coordinate programs such as system enhancements to upgrade operations/control/dispatch operations;
Manage agency systems (arterial management and supporting infrastructure); and
Coordinate with interfacing functions (maintenance, safety, information dissemination and administrative).

Senior Operator –
Although an Operator position for the City may not be needed until much more growth in the ITS Program occurs,
the responsibilities associated with an Operator position will need to be accounted for in the interim by the
Manager/Supervisor as a day-to-day role as described below:



Monitor internal agency systems and operation status;
Monitor internal agency traffic signal system, and make appropriate adjustments to traffic signal timing p lans
based on conditions;
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Notify staff, supervisors, internal and external departments, and appropriate authorities of emergency
response needs;
Operate devices to respond to incidents as needed; and
Dispatch resources and coordinate fleet or field personnel response to traffic and incident issues.

Streets Maintenance Supervisor –
The role of the Streets Maintenance Supervisor will not be significantly affected by the development of an ITS
Program, with the exception of increased preventative and responsive maintenance duties that will be required by
traffic signal technicians due to the increase in the number of devices and infrastructure. The Streets Maintenance
Supervisor will have the following responsibilities as part of the ITS Program:



Coordinate with the Central System Manager, as necessary, regarding required maintenance; and
Oversee the Traffic Signal Technician to ensure that the staff member is available to perform his or her
responsibilities and is doing so adequately.

Traffic Signal Technician –
Maintenance of ITS devices is important to continue the availability of information that ITS infrastructure can
collect and disseminate. The responsibilities of the maintenance technicians for the ITS infrastructure includes:





Monitor status of ITS devices;
Monitor status of telecommunications network;
Perform preventative and responsive maintenance to ITS devices; and
Coordinate with Central System Manager or Senior Operator as well as the Streets Maintenance Supervisor
on a periodic and regular basis to coordinate as issues arise.

IT Liaison –
An important staffing component is the connection to the City’s IT Department. It will be essential for the ITS group
to establish a formal and consistent commitment from the City’s IT Department to provide support s ervices for the
Central System Manager and the associated responsibilities. Although this may not require an additional person to
add to the IT Department or the ITS Program staffing, a formal IT Liaison needs to be identified, at a minimum, to
coordinate between the IT Director and the Central System Manager for needs associated with the fiber/wireless
telecommunications network. The description of that IT support needed for the ITS Program is as follows:






Implement, repair, and provide maintenance of communications equipment, infrastructure, and databases;
Assess system operations, databases and networks to troubleshoot potential system errors;
Specify, procure, and install telecommunications infrastructure to support agency operation function;
Implement appropriate network security measures consistent with agency policies; and
Work with IT staff at partner agencies and equipment vendors to troubleshoot compatibility issues among
partner agencies equipment to interface with other agencies.

Public Information Officer (PIO) –
One of the major goals of developing an ITS program is to improve the amount of data and information about the
transportation network in order to inform decision making and improve operations. Thus, the movement of data
and information is essential for the City to see success from the ITS Program. While the City PIO will not be directly
involved with the operation and maintenance of the ITS Program, the PIO will play a critical role in facilitating the
exchange and dissemination of information between the ITS program staff and other City departments and the
public. The City PIO, or a PIO liaison, will have the following responsibilities:
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Facilitate direct and frequent communication with the Central System Manager in order to collect an d
disseminate, as appropriate, information collected by the ITS Program; and
Follow and manage sources of information, such as social media, and provide the Central System Manager
with any information that will affect the transportation or ITS system as it becomes available.

6.4 GIS Plan
Part of the ITS Strategic Plan includes exploration of ways to most effectively store and share data between City
Departments and between the City and the public. GIS is a tool to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage and
present all types of data and information that have a spatial or geographical component. GIS can be used for asset
management to provide specific geographical information associated with assets. It is a premiere tool for spatial
analysis to help inform decisions that involve location. It can also be used a visual tool to look at the location of
things like zoning boundaries, flood plains, construction limits, and traffic counts. There are many other
functionalities of GIS that would support all City Departments and the services that they provide. For all of these
benefits, it is recommended that the City pursue the development of a comprehensive, scalable, centrally based
GIS program.
The following items are recommended in order to develop and maintain a Citywide GIS program:






Hire a GIS Coordinator for the City:
 The GIS Coordinator will provide clear guidance for citywide GIS implementation and integration.
 The GIS Coordinator will be the primary GIS champion for the City and help facilitate developing
departmental buy-in of GIS implementation.
 Having a GIS Coordinator will allow for faster and more consistent gathering of base data to
incorporate into GIS.
Upgrade Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS software (Current version is ArcGIS 10.1):
 ArcGIS for Server Standard (and Advanced) 10.3 includes a Portal for ArcGIS as part of the base
package (not a separate module with associated costs). A Portal for ArcGIS would provide the
following benefits:
o It allows for the development of a “private cloud” where the City could control their own
security and access permissions for in-house City staff, field crews, and residents;
o It seamlessly links to several other applications (ESRI Maps for Off ice, Collector app);
o It will support development of web-based applications for field data collection; and
o It can function as a tool to provide access for residents to City services.
 ESRI provides a tiered Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) Program for small municipal
governments a population under 100,000. The program includes software, maintenance,
development, training, and support.
Consider upgrading Public Works current asset management system, which does not have capabilities to
integrate with GIS applications and/or update items in real-time. Options that would provide the above
capabilities include:
 Cityworks – provides direct integration with the ArcGIS platform and includes several modules
including Asset Management System (AMS) and Server PLL (Permits, Licensing, and Land), which
would be useful to all departments within the City. The City Development Services Department
currently uses Cityworks.
 Cartegraph – links directly to ArcGIS through ArcGIS Identity module, and provides several scalable
modules for Operations, Facility, and Utilities management.
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Accela – acquired by Tidemark and provides a direct upgrade path for Tidemark users to current
Accela systems. Accela/Tidemark incorporates its own GIS functionality into fully scalable city
management software packages and includes integration with ArcGIS data and maps.
Hardware specifications:
 ArcGIS for Server ideally would run on a dedicated GIS server.
o As the quantity of data increases, a dedicated data storage cabinet will be required.
o ESRI provides special software and compatible hardware packages.
 ITS requires dedicated backup servers and built-in redundancy capabilities for all systems which
should include all GIS data.
 The data collection platform will enable real-time, live edits and updates for field staff use.
o WiFi/cellular and GPS-enabled tablets would be needed to utilize a data-collection application
(e.g., ESRI Collector) and department-specific data-dictionaries accessing data through the
ArcGIS Portal.
o Accuracy specifications for data collected in the field will dictate the type of collection
platform used. Some tablets may not be accurate enough for certain applications.
 WiFi or cellular devices will need to be installed at strategic locations throughout the City to enable
real-time field data collection.
There is a need to develop and integrate a department-specific Enterprise GIS for citywide infrastructure:
 Datasets vary within and between departments, as will permissions and access restrictions.
 Datasets could include emergency response, evacuation routes, hydrology, storm water, civic,
parks and recreation, utilities, traffic volume, traffic incidents and restrictions, CIP planning and
projections, permitting, and code compliance.

Figure 17 provides an overview of a GIS program and the types of interfaces and data sets that should be included.

Figure 17 – Concept for How GIS Can Support City Functions
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6.5 Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment
While specific ITS application decisions are based on stakeholder input, general thresholds for deployment of
devices were considered for each type of corridor. This section provides guidance for recommended ITS
applications and their associated operational guidelines in the form of a “toolbox” as shown in Table 11. The
determination of when and where to use a particular tool will depend on how funding and opportunities arise over
time. The toolbox includes a description of recommended technologies for the City that are captured within the
recommendations and should to be considered in the future for implementation based on specific thres holds that
warrant application. The toolbox is focused on technologies in the form of field infrastructure that support ITS
functions, rather than any software or systems that would be used to manage the field infrastructure.

Table 11 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment
Strategy

Typical Applications

Application Guidelines

Operational Guidelines

Fiber Optic
Communications

 Loca ti ons where high
ba ndwidth communications
a re needed to s upport data
tra ns fer.
 Exi s ting i nfrastructure may be
pres ent that could potentially
be uti lized such as conduit and
pul l boxes.

 Bui ld out and connectivity of devices
i s key to a citywide tra ffic
ma nagement strategy.
 Look to l everage fiber ca bles provided
by other a gencies or conduit
i nfrastructure to provide regional
connectivity.

 Tra ns portation use of fiber
network can be configured
for redundancy a nd daisycha i ned to ma ximize fiber
us e.
 IT us e of fiber network ma y
need to be directly
connected with a pair of fiber
s tra nds to each facility
connected.
 Ma i ntenance a nd service
l evel agreements need to be
es tablished between the
Publ ic Works a nd IT
Department for uptime a nd
repa ir responsibilities.

Wireless Radio
Communications

 Loca ti ons where fiber optic
ca bl e is not feasible financially
or phys i cally to reach device
tha t needs connecting to the
Ci ty’s network.
 Ra dio interference is minimal
or ma na geable to be a ble to
a l low for a specific bandwidth
to be i dentified for Ci ty use –
l i censed or non-licensed.

Defi ne the following:
 Type of da ta to be tra nsmitted.
 Amount of data to be transmitted.
 Wha t types of radios/antennas a re
needed (separate antenna and ra dio
or combi ned approach).
 Profi l e of terrain.
 Urba n or rural a pplication.
 Rel iability/redundancy needs of
s ys tem.
 Type of network that can be used.
 Speci fications for wireless
deployment must be cl ear to avoid
cha l lenges.

 Ongoi ng operations of the
wi reless radio system will
requi re a Central Sys tem to
be i n place to detect a
troubl eshooting issue that
needs maintenance.
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Table 11 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment (continued)
Strategy

Typical Applications

Application Guidelines

Operational Guidelines

Video Observation
Technology (CCTV or
VID)

 Loca ti ons/intersections that
experience high cra sh ra tes
per Ci ty Pol i ce records.
 Loca ti ons where signal
ti mi ng may need to be
cha nged frequently based
on tra ffic or weather
rel a ted conditions.
 Loca ti ons where unplanned
events frequently occur
whi ch have negative
i mpacts on progression and
ca us e severe delays.

 CCTV or VID technologies require
ca mera enclosure, cabling,
pol e/mounting, foundation, power,
a nd communications.
 Loca ti on should be chosen s o that all
a pproaches to the intersection can
be s een with PTZ ca pability. In s ome
ca s es, a bucket truck s urvey may be
beneficial to check sight distance
a nd vi sibility.
 Mounti ng can happen on a tra ffic
s i gnal pole or on a stand-alone pole.

Traffic Signal
Synchronization

 Loca ti ons where signals a re
cl os ely spaced, when traffic
vol umes a re heavy, a nd
when pedestrian tra ffic is
not fa vored.

 Si gnals must be connected to some
form of communications or must
ha ve GPS cl ocks to properly
s ynchronize.
 Es ta blish formal or i nformal
a greements with neighboring
juri s dictions for tra ffic signal
coordi nation a long key corri dors.

Traveler Information
Dissemination –
Dynamic Message
Sign (DMS) – Portable

 At a s emi-permanent
l oca tion where a permanent
s i gn i s not funded yet.
 At entra nce a nd exit points
of event or i ncident in a
temporary placement.
 To i nform traffic of
upcoming construction
a cti vi ties or to reroute
tra ffi c a round active
cons truction.
 To i nform travelers of
cha nges in traffic control.

 Woul d require mobilization with
a ppropriate vehicles to deploy a t
s pecific l ocations.
 Tra i ning and security requirements
for pos ting and updating messages.
 Devel op s tandard message library as
wel l as basic message design
s ta ndard operating procedures for
us e to display on signs: problem,
l oca tion of problem, a nd (if
wa rra nted) recommended driver
a cti on.
 Porta bl e dynamic message signs
coul d be purchased or rented,
depending on the a nticipated
frequency of use.

 Es ta blish a greements with other
Departments for vi ewing a nd/or
control of cameras.
 Ca mera pre-sets on the
tra ns portation network need to
be s et to limit extenuating use of
ca mera beyond traffic or
i nci dent ma nagement purposes.
 Publ ic Works s hould have PTZ
control of vi ewing technology
under normal conditions.
 Pol i ce s hould have permissionsl evel PTZ control of vi ewing
technology under incident
condi tions, or s pecial event
condi tions as warranted.
 Vi deo s hould not be recorded by
Publ ic Works, but can be
recorded by other Departments
tha t wa nt to hold liability for
tha t vi deo.
 Devel op pre-set timing plans
tha t a re synchronized with
nei ghboring traffic s ignals.
 Cha nge ti ming plans for i ncident,
s pecial events, or detours
through the Ci ty.
 Upda te or check synchronization
on a regular basis (4-6 months).
 Ci ty s hould use a s tandardized
mes sage l ibrary with agreed-to
l a nguage under normal use of
DMS.
 Ci ty s hould establish an approval
procedure prior to i mplementing
mes sages outside of the
mes sage l ibrary.
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Table 11 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment (continued)
Strategy

Typical Applications

Application Guidelines

Operational Guidelines

Traveler Information
Dissemination –
DMS – Permanent

In order of priority for Ci ty
i mplementation:
1. To di rect event traffic for
i ngress/egress near major
tra ffi c generators along
hi gh volume corridors.
2. Approa ching freeways
a l erting tra velers of
congestion i mpacting major
corri dors or freeway a ccess
or freeway congestion.
3. Provi di ng paired DMS
l oca tions for those that
ha ve been implemented
pri or – e.g., i f northbound
corri dor DMS has been
provi ded, implement
s outhbound corridor DMS
i n thi s priority l evel.
4. Pa i ri ng a tra veler
i nformation-specific DMS
wi th a n existing digital sign
(i n front of a s chool, s tore
or other building) to allow
the Ci ty to di splay Ci ty
mes sages in conjunction
wi th messages s pecific to
the other entity. This
s ha red-sign concept could
a l so be used when
i mplementing new signs.

 Ci ty s hould use a s tandardized
mes sage l ibrary with agreed-to
l a nguage under normal use of
DMS.
 Ci ty s hould establish an approval
procedure prior to i mplementing
mes sages outside of the
mes sage l ibrary.
 If connecting to a n existing sign
or a s i gn that is being installed as
a pa rtnership, the Ci ty will need
to develop a n agreement with
the entity (property owner,
s chool district, etc.) dictating
gui delines for usage, operations
a nd maintenance.

Traveler Information
Dissemination –
Information Kiosk

 At l oca tions with heavy
pedestrian tra ffic, a
community ga thering place,
or a tra ns portation centers
(bus station, transit station,
a bi ke share center).

 Stra tegic locations prioritized for
hi gh volume corridors, in adva nce of
population center or tra ffic
generators, a nd i n advance of
freeway entrance decision points.
 Arteri a l fixed DMS sign s tructures
need to be stand-alone a nd must
i ncl ude a sign, structure, foundation,
control ler, pole mounted cabinet,
communications, and power.
 Devel op s tandard message library as
wel l as basic message design
s ta ndard operating procedures for
us e to display on signs: problem,
l oca tion of problem, a nd (if
wa rra nted) recommended driver
a cti on.
 Other considerations for
i mplementing DMS:
o To i nform travelers of tra ffic
or fl ood/emergency
condi tions, particularly i n
a reas where unanticipated
events occur regularly tha t
del ay tra ffic.
o To i ndicate evacuation or
detour routing.
o At l oca tions where tra ffic
control changes wi th
condi tions or by ti me of day.
o To provi de a rterial tra vel
ti me data.
 Ki os ks must be connected to the City
s ys tem vi a fiber or wi reless to a llow
mes sages and i nformation to be
upda ted remotely.
 Ki os k would be permanent a nd
a ccessible a t all times.
 Devel op a standard user i nterface
tha t ma kes i t easy to fi nd
i nformation.
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 Ki os k could be interactive, where
the us er ca n navigate to
fi nd/select the i nformation that
they wa nt to s ee, or it could be
s ta tic a nd i nclude scrolling
i nformation or i nformation
provi ded on a fi xed screen.
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Table 11 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment (continued)
Strategy

Typical Applications

Application Guidelines

Operational Guidelines

Detection – Vehicle

 At s i gnalized i ntersections
to detect vehicle demand
a nd i dentify gaps to
determine when phases
need to be served or
termi nated.
 Loca ti ons where count
a nd/or s peed data is
needed.
 Loca ti ons where a daptive
s i gnal timing is used.

 Detection should ca pture speed,
vol ume, a nd potentially
occupa ncy (i f possible).
 Archi ve of data should be s tored
l oca lly a t controller as well as
tra ns mitted to Central System
once i n place.
 Vi deo detection should be
control lable through Central
Sys tem once in place.

Detection – Bicycle
(VID)

 Loca ti ons where cycl ist
vol umes a re heavy.
 Loca ti ons where there a re
ma rked a nd s igned routes
for bi cycl ists.

 Ca n be combined with existing signal
control lers, power, communications,
etc.
 Intrusive detection is typi cally i n the
form of s a w-cut l oops, microloop
tubes or ma gnetometers. Noni ntrusive detection (i.e., vi deo, radar,
i nfra red, microwave) ca n be pole or
ma s t a rm mounted.
 For l a rger i ntersections or where
a dva nce detection is used, a
repeater may a lso be required.
 Vi deo detection applications ca n be
expensive for bicycl e detection only
a nd therefore modifications to
exi s ting vi deo image detectors to be
a bl e to detect bicycles should be
cons idered.
 Bi cycl e-sensitive detectors a re
generally preferred over a s ignalized
button s pecifically designed for
bi cycl ists due to no footprint after
i ns tallation a nd benefits of
i ntegration with main traffic s ignal
control ler.
 If bi ke lanes do not exist, tra ffic loop
detectors can be used to detect
bi cycl es i f s ensitivity i s adjusted
a ppropriately.
 When l oop detectors are installed,
tra ffi c signalization s hould be set to
a ccommodate bicycle speeds.

Detection –
Pedestrian

 Ma nual of Uniform Tra ffic
Control Devi ces a nd
Department of Justice
Acces sibility Guidelines
need to be met.
 Loca ti ons where buttons
ca n be positioned so that
they a re easily a ctivated
a nd near crosswalks.
 Mi dblock l ocations where
pedestrians frequently need
to cros s .

 Pedestrian detection can be
i nfra red, push buttons, or VID.
 Where possible push button
detectors should be placed in
l oca tions where they a re
unobstructed and accessible to
di s abled pedestrians.
 Pus h button detectors should be
pl a ced i n locations where i t is
a pparent which button i s associated
wi th each crosswalk.

 Detection should ca pture speed,
vol ume, a nd potentially
occupa ncy (i f possible).
 Archi ve of data should be s tored
l oca lly a t controller as well as
tra ns mitted to Central System
once i n place.
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 Detection should ca pture speed,
vol ume, a nd potentially
occupa ncy (i f possible).
 Archi ve of data should be s tored
l oca lly a t controller as well as
tra ns mitted to Central System
once i n place.
 Vi deo detection should be
control lable through Central
Sys tem once in place.
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Table 11 – Toolbox for ITS Application Deployment (continued)
Strategy

Typical Applications

Application Guidelines

Operational Guidelines

Pedestrian Hybrid
Beacon (including
HAWK signals)

If a tra ffic control signal i s not
jus ti fied a nd pedestrian
cros s ing is not permitted
beca use:
 Ga ps i n tra ffic are not
a dequate
 Speed for vehicles
a pproaching on the major
s treet is too high
 Pedestrian delay is
exces sive,
The need s hould be
cons idered on the basis of an
engi neering study that
cons iders major-street
vol umes, speeds, widths, a nd
ga ps i n conjunction with
pedestrian vol umes, walking
s peeds, and delay.
 Col l ecting real-time tra ffic
da ta from deployed vehicle
detection, Bluetooth
technology, vehicle probes,
or a thi rd-party data
s upplier is a vailable.

 Ma nual of Uniform Tra ffic Control
Devi ces guidance
 Si gnal poles will need to be l ocated
on both sides of the road a t each
cros s ing
 Si gnal heads i nclude circular yellow
a nd red signal i ndications
 Pedestrian beacons ca n be i nstalled
a dja cent to a roundabout to
fa ci litate crossings
 Pedestrian crossing signal heads are
mounted on poles on each side and
di s play standard pedestrian crossing
s ymbols
 Pha s ing/timing s hould provi de
enough time for pedestrians to cross

 Bea con ca n be connected to a
Centra l Sys tem vi a fiber or
wi reless to allow for remote
moni toring a nd operation;
however, it does not have to be.
 Ins tallation of a pedestrian
bea con will disrupt the signal
ti mi ng optimization of the
roa dway because the pedestrian
s i gnals are highly s ensitive to
a cti va tion by pedestrians.

 The Ci ty needs vi able detection
l oca tions specifically for tra vel ti me
ca l culations. If possible, draw from
mul tiple data sources when
ca l culating tra vel ti mes.
 Defi ne a target audience to help
determine tra vel time destinations
a nd messaging format.
 Sol icit driver feedback to determine
wha t i nformation i s most desired.
 Automa te system operations to
crea te smoother data management
processes and less manual
requi rements of personnel.
 Uti l ize DMS prior to key decision
poi nts where commuters can decide
to ta ke alternate routes.

 Regularly assess travel ti me data
to check a ccuracy.

Arterial Travel Time
Technology

6.6 ITS Program Funding Opportunities
Implementation of many strategies is contingent upon the attainment of additional funding. Being apprised of
annual funding schedules will allow the City to have time to prepare necessary materials and applications to
capitalize on regional funding opportunities. The following are potential funding opportunities for ITS infrastructure
and systems that are described in additional detail in subsequent sections:






MAG Transportation Improvement Program (TIP);
MAG Traffic Signal Optimization Program (TSOP);
ADOT Local Public Agency (LPA);
Federal Funding; and
Other Funding Types.
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Additional details and specific timelines and key dates for many of these funding sources as well as other, non-ITS
related funding sources, can be found in the Key Funding Opportunities table in Appendix B.

6.6.1 MAG Transportation Improvement Program
The MAG TIP is a funding program that identifies the five-year schedule of specific projects to be constructed across
the MAG region. The MAG TIP involves roadway improvements, ITS infrastructure, landscaping, complete street,
and other capital improvements. The MAG TIP funding comes from various sources including local funds (through
the half-cent sales tax for transportation put forth in Proposition 400), ADOT funds, and federal funds (mainly
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) funds).
MAG’s Transportation Programming Guidebook (2016) 2 provides MAG member agencies background information,
instructions, and deadlines on region’s transportation programs. It explains the available transportation funds,
funding allocations, and projections and also serves as a source to find the different requirements, resources,
policies, processes, schedules and contact information for transportation projects.
For ITS projects, MAG allocates a specific amount per year for local agency/arterial projects. Agencies must submit
applications for this funding, and projects are reviewed and ranked by the MAG ITS Committee. A final
recommendation and approval is made by the MAG Regional Council before projects are formally included in the
TIP.
The call for TIP applications opens in the first week of August and applications are due the second week of
September of that same year. MAG does not send a call for TIP applications every year and often uses one
application cycle to cover multiple years of the TIP. For example, the 2015 TIP application cycle was used to identify
projects for FY 2018 and FY 2019, and MAG will not release a call for TIP applications in 2016.
For the 2015 applications, there was a required a 5.7% local match for all projects (with 94.3% of the costs covered
by federal funds). Projects utilizing federal dollars must adhere to the Federal Project Process set forth by FHWA
and ADOT. This process is typically a 12 to 18 month process consisting of Environmental Determination, Utility
Clearance, Right of Way Clearance and PS&E submittals at the 30%, 60%, and 95% design levels. For these projects,
ADOT requires a $10,000 design review fee for self-certified agencies and a $30,000 review fee for agencies that
are not self-certified. Additionally, due to funding limitations, the 2015 application capped funding requests at
$400,000 per project. These application and funding guidelines may vary for each applicatio n cycle and should be
verified.
In the 2015 application cycle, the design costs for projects were not eligible for federal funding. In the past, federal
funds could be used for project design. In these cases, the local agency’s design consultant selection process had
to be reviewed and approved by ADOT, and the design could not proceed beyond the 30% level without
environmental clearance.
There have been opportunities for close-out funding through MAG, whereby there is a small surplus of funds
available after all projects have been funded. This is not the case for every year, and should not be viewed as a
consistent funding source. MAG will let agencies know if there is funding available during the close-out process.
Often, with such short turn-around for the close-out process, projects that are funded are typically smaller in
nature, do not require any design, or have designs complete and just need funding for implementation.

2

http://www.azmag.gov/Documents/TIP_2015-08-14_Transportation-Programming-Guidebook-FY2016.pdf
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6.6.2 MAG Traffic Signal Optimization Program
The MAG TSOP is a regional funding opportunity for improving traffic signal operations and coordination over
roadway corridors and networks. MAG sets aside approximately $300,000 annually from its ITS funding and makes
it available to provide local agencies with technical assistance in improving traffic signal operations. Projects might
include improving traffic signal coordination and optimization, conducting traffic counts along a corridor, or
developing computer-based traffic signal coordination networks that can be used by local agencies to ref ine signal
timing.
TSOP funding becomes available and MAG issues a call for projects in July of each year and applications are due at
the end of September. Agencies can submit multiple TSOP applications each year (usually agencies try for two each
year), and individual projects are typically $25,000 to $30,000 and can address around 20 signals. There is no
required local match for TSOP projects that are accepted. Applications are reviewed and ranked, and MAG tries to
fund as many projects as feasible within the available funding.
Agencies can submit TSOP project requests for stand-alone projects within their jurisdiction, or they can partner
with other agencies (neighboring jurisdictions, ADOT, MCDOT, DPS, etc.) to apply for TSOP funding for corridors
that impact both agencies. Recently, MAG began utilizing this funding to support arterial integrated corridor
management (ICM)-focused projects, as these require changes to signal operations to support better
freeway/arterial coordination.
Once a project is selected, a design consultant is selected from MAG’s On-Call Traffic Engineering Consultant list
and a detailed scope and fee estimate are prepared and submitted to MAG. The project is administered by MAG
but the local agency is in direct contact with the designer at all stages of the project. Projects that are selected are
expected to begin in February and the project must be completed by June 30 th (i.e. the end of the fiscal year).

6.6.3 ADOT Local Public Agency
ADOT LPA is a program that allows local agencies to utilize ADOT’s on-call services with federal funding. Local
agencies are either certified or non-certified. Certified cities have the ability to manage their own projects as project
manager, while non-certified municipalities must have an ADOT project manager for their LPA projects. Apache
Junction is not a self-certified agency at this time. The following is the LPA’s four step process on beginning a project
to the final implementation:





Planning/programming (7-14 months) – involves verifying the project is listed within the MAG TIP and STIP
authorized, Highway Safety Improvement Plan (HSIP) eligibility, design and construction are not within the
same year, review of project issues, and development of scope;
Development/ design process (18-24 months) – involves determining if design review fee is eligible for
federal reimbursement, self-administration is allowed for design only, meets ADOT standards, utility and
railroad clearances, environmental clearances, right-of-way clearances, and materials report;
Construction (6-26 months) – involves verifying American-bought material with 90% domestically sourced
steel/iron, as-builts responsibility has been defined in intergovernmental agreements (IGA)s, and ADOT is
reviewing project status; and
Final Acceptance (1-4 months) – involves filing the documentation on project to be readily available and
completion of project close out information.
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6.6.4 Federal Funding Opportunities
Funding through Regional programs (such as the Regional Transportation Plan and the MAG TIP) include federal
funds in addition to local funding. There are some options for additional federal funds, such as through competitive
grants or competitive research/test bed opportunities. Typically, these would be led by agencies such as ADOT or
MAG, with local agencies as partners. Recent examples of these opportunities include the Integrated Corridor
Management grants (submitted on behalf of the region, led by MAG with the City of Phoenix as a partner) and the
TIGER grants. In order to be well positioned to be included as partners in these types of projects, Apache Junction
should actively participate in the MAG ITS Committee and other regional ITS partnerships whe re these
opportunities are discussed and pursued as multi-agency partnerships.

6.6.5 Other Funding Types
Other funding opportunities that Apache Junction could utilize to help support their ITS Program include:
Neighboring Agency Capital Improvement Projects (CIP)
Coordination with neighboring and regional agencies will provide opportunities to pursue other capital
improvements with lower up-front costs to Apache Junction. CIP projects may include those that require trenching,
such as the construction of new roads, replacing water mains, or improvements to intersections where
infrastructure such as conduit or fiber can be installed.
Safety/Emergency Projects/Initiatives
Identifying funding opportunities for emergency/safety projects that are being pursued would be another venue
for obtaining funding for ITS-related projects. An example might be a project to upgrade the radio network of the
Police Department. Partnering with other departments or emergency/safety agencies to include ITS components
or to identify additional data that can be obtained from emergency/safety service systems could be mechanisms
to expand the ITS program or data that is available.
Establishing Open Funding Stream
Some states and localities have developed alternative methods for financing congestion reduction efforts, including
ITS projects. These supplement traditional funding sources and have included: imposing additional tolls, local taxes,
or other fees; developing partnerships with private industry; and designating separate funding. Fo r example, half
of the budget of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority of Los Angeles County comes from a 1.5 percent sales
tax that is dedicated to transportation. This allows the agency to fund and deploy ITS improvements countywide
on arterials, highways, and the transit system.
Pinal County Transportation and Maintenance Program (TIMP)
The TIMP is Pinal County’s 5-year transportation plan that identifies potential funding and establishes a tentative
schedule for planning, construction and major maintenance projects. Funding for the TIMP program is provided by
revenues from the County’s half-cent Transportation Excise Tax. Agencies in Pinal County can submit applications
for projects in one of four main categories: paving, dust control, pavement preservation and safety improvement.
While it is unlikely that ITS projects alone would be included in the TIMP, Apache Junction should stay apprised for
projects within their jurisdiction. For all projects in Apache Junction that involve trenching or that prov ide access
to the area adjacent to the roadway, Apache Junction should see if they can install conduit, at a minimum, in order
to promote installation of fiber. This initiative should be particularly strong along roadways that are identified in
the ITS Plan as key roadways for ITS infrastructure deployment.
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7 DEPLOYMENT PRIORITIES AND PHASING
The Recommendations that were developed as part of this plan provided a multitude of important and strategic
projects and initiatives that should be implemented in order to develop and expand Apache Junction’s ITS Program.
As part of the Recommendations section, there was some discussion about prioritization and phasing of projects,
including a prioritization map for fiber deployment, a prioritization map for signal optimization, and a priority map
for identifying locations to provide on-road information to travelers. In the recommendations, there was also
extensive discussion regarding an initial ITS deployment project which has received funding for construction in FY
2018 and represents an essential first step to the development of an ITS Program in Apache Junction.
The following list represents priority projects from the recommendations that should be pursued by Apache
Junction. The projects included in this list are those that require the City to obtain funding or capital in order to
implement. The Recommendations portion of the ITS Strategic Plan also include s many strategies that can be
undertaken without any additional funding or capital, and those projects or initiatives should be undertaken by the
City whenever possible and regardless of the timing of the following projects.
The ITS Cost Estimator, found in Appendix C, should be used to estimate the costs for these projects based on the
ITS components that are included. This Cost Estimator will be especially important for those projects that are being
included in MAG TIP funding applications, as there may be maximum limits to the amount of funding that will be
available for a single project, and thus projects may have to be adjusted accordingly.
The priority projects for the Apache Junction ITS Program include:


FY 2018 ITS Deployment Project (see Recommendations for more detailed information) – Deployment of
wireless radios at 18 intersections, CCTV cameras at 9 intersections, radio tower backhaul to provide
connection to Mesa TMC, and upgrade to Mesa central signal system to manage Apache Junction traffic
signals and cameras.
 Target funding source: MAG TIP
 Application year: 2015
 Implementation year: FY 2018
 Notes: This project has been accepted into the MAG TIP for construction in FY 2018. Project design
and coordination with the City of Mesa must occur prior to FY 2018.



Fiber Project #1 (first priority identified in the recommended prioritization for fiber deployment map) –
Installing conduit and fiber along Ironwood Drive between Broadway Road (at the radio backhaul) and
Superstition Boulevard and along Superstition Boulevard between Ironwood Drive and City Hall.
 Target funding source: MAG TIP
 Application year: 2015*
 Target implementation year: FY 2019 or FY 2020
 Notes: *An application for this project was submitted as part of the 2015 MAG TIP application
process. The project was not selected for funding in FY 2017 or 2018, however, the application will
be re-considered the next time that MAG TIP applications are requested (likely 2017).



Signal Optimization Priority #1 – Signal optimization project for Ironwood Drive from Superstition Boulevard
to Elliot Road; Apache Trail from Meridian road to Superstition Boulevard; and Old West Highway from
Apache Trail to Tomahawk Road.
 Target funding source: MAG TSOP
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Application year: 2016
Target implementation year: 2017
Notes: The application for and implementation of this project should be undertaken in coordination
with ADOT, as it includes their signals at the interchange at US-60 and Ironwood Drive.



Fiber Project #2 (second priority identified in the recommended prioritization for fiber deployment map) –
Installing conduit and fiber along Ironwood Road between Broadway Road (at the radio tower backhaul) and
Baseline Road.
 Target funding source: MAG TIP
 Application year: 2017 (anticipated)
 Target implementation year: FY 2020 or FY 2021
 Notes: This project assumes a $400,000 cap on funding requests for MAG TIP applications. If the
funding cap is changed, the limits of this project should be adjusted accordingly.



ITS Deployment #2 – Deployment of video observation devices at 7 remaining City-owned signals and onroad traveler information dissemination technologies
 Target funding source: MAG TIP
 Application year: 2017 (anticipated)
 Target implementation year: FY 2020 or FY 2021
 Notes: The type of traveler information dissemination device that is desired as part of this
implementation will have to be determined based on the recommendations of the ITS Strategic
plan and City priorities at the time of the application. The Toolbox that was provided in the
Recommendations section provides a variety of options that could be deployed as part of the
traveler information dissemination strategy.

Additionally, the City must stay apprised of projects that involve trenching or reconstructing portions of existing
roadway or right-of-way. These project are opportunities to deploy ITS infrastructure, such as conduit or conduit
and fiber, into the ground without having to remove or dig under existing asphalt or concrete. By piggybacking on
these existing projects, the effort and cost of implementing some of the ITS strategies will be greatly reduced. There
are many projects that may not be identified in the ITS Strategic Plan that could be leveraged in order to include
the installation of either conduit or conduit and fiber at a more reasonable cost than would be as a standalone
project.
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8 PARTNERSHIPS AND AGREEMENTS
Partnerships and agreements give the City the ability to leverage internal and regional initiatives and collaborate
on successes of new technology or operations. The suggested partnerships and agreements are directly correlated
with the recommended ITS strategies purpose and function.

8.1 Recommended Partnerships
Partnerships provide the opportunity to capitalize on local and regional initiatives and funding programs. Table 12
illustrates the internal, local, and regional partnerships that should be pursued while implementing recommended
strategies to maximized effectiveness and efficiency of the strategies.

Table 12 – Recommended Partnerships
Level of Partnership Agency/Department/Division

Internal

Local

Regional














IT Department (including GIS)
Police Department
City Manager’s Office/PIO
Development Services Department
City of Mesa
Town of Queen Creek
Apache Junction Unified School District
Superstition Fire and Medical District
MAG
ADOT
MCDOT
Pinal County

8.2 Recommended Agreements
The strategies identified within the ITS Strategic Plan involve coordination and partnerships with internal
departments and regional agencies. Establishing these partnerships early will provide the ITS Program with more
opportunities. This section will review the types of agreements the Apache Junction Public Works Department
should pursue in relation to ITS Program data, activities, and involvement. Also included is a recommendation table
of which type of agreement should establish the formality required i n sharing that data and involvement with other
departments as well as other agencies.

8.2.1 Types of Agreements
Apache Junction will need to pursue agreements and coordination with regional agencies and internal departments
to assist in implementing ITS strategies, maximizing benefits of ITS devices and systems, and improving City
participation in regional initiatives. There are four types of agreements and coordination to establish a line of
communication and operations:
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Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA);
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU);
Formal Coordination; and
Informal Coordination.

IGAs and MOUs are legal agreements that are used when agencies are looking to share resources, services, and/or
information. Both of these types of agreements identify the purpose and scope of the agreement and roles and
responsibilities of each party. These agreements are legal contracts that hold each party to the outlined terms and
conditions and will establish the level and limits of coordination. Limits can be helpful for agreements involving
things such as bandwidth capacity of a communication network or the liability of archived video information.
The use of an IGA or MOU by the agencies in the MAG region depends on whether funding or resources are needed
to support the purpose or scope of the agreement. For example, agencies will use an IGA when sharing operations
and maintenance of a physical device or utilizing MCDOT regional incident management support services (REACT).
Alternatively, when agencies are sharing CCTV images or committing to participate in a regional committee,
agencies typically use an MOU.
Formal and informal coordination facilitates cohesive operations and inter-agency and inter-departmental support
by establishing lines of communication. It creates a venue to discuss recent initiatives, partnering opportunities,
real-time information of roadway conditions, project updates, etc. Formal and informal coordination can be in the
form of in-person meetings, e-mails, and phone calls; formal coordination requires a defined reoccurrence or
communication, while informal coordination is reaction-based communication. An example of formal coordination
might include a weekly status meeting that is held between two departments to discuss on -going projects and
resolve any issues. An example of informal coordination is when the City Police Department contacts Public works
to report a traffic signal maintenance need that resulted from an accident to which the Police responded. In this
case, the informal agreement involves the identification of a point of contact at Public Works that the Police
Department would contact for these purposes.

8.2.2 ITS Program Recommended Agreements
Table 13 identifies suggested types of agreements that should be pursued by the ITS Program with regional
agencies and internal departments, and the types of activities that would warrant an agreement.
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Table 13 – ITS Program Agreements

Police Department
IT Department
City Manager’s Office/PIO
Development Services Department
ADOT
MCDOT
City of Mesa
Apache Junction Unified School District
Superstition Fire and Medical District
Pinal County
Town of Queen Creek

Internal Departments
MOU RC

Funding Support/
Coordination

Half Street
Improvements

Share Fiber/
Communications

Traveler Information

Incident Management
Support

Signal Coordination

Share CCTV

Partnering Agency/ Department

Sharing of Crash Data

Action

RC
MOU

RC

RC
RC
External Agencies
IGA
MOU IGA
IGA
RC
IGA
IGA
RC
RC
IGA

MOU

RC
RC
RC

IGA
IGA
IGA
MOU

IGA
IGA
IGA
IGA

IGA

IGA
IGA

IGA
IGA

Legend
IGA – Intergovernmental Agreements
MOU – Memorandum of Understanding
RC – Regular Coordination
IF – Informal Coordination
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9 ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS
9.1 Benefit-Cost Ratios
There have been many studies done to quantify the benefits versus the costs to municipalities of developing and
expanding an ITS system. The results of these studies are overwhelmingly positive, with benefits almost
unanimously outweighing the costs of the system. Some examples of benefit-cost ratios as seen by implementation
of ITS Program components around the country are provided below:






In Atlanta, GA, a Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic Signal (SCATS) system was installed on 8.2 miles of
arterials. The annual cost of operating the system is $250,000, while the system afforded $5,938,646 in
savings from benefits such as reduced travel time and fuel consumption. The benefit-cost ratio for the project
was about 24 to 1;
In Pennsylvania, a project to optimize traffic signal timing using a coordinated system resulted in a benefitcost ratio of 57 to 1 due to improved travel times, a reduction in number of vehicle stops, and a reduction in
wait times;
The addition of DMS near work zones in Asheville, NC resulted in a benefit-cost ratio of 16.95 to 1 due to a
reduction in total crashes along the corridor; and
San Francisco, CA calculated a 20 to 1 benefit to cost ratio from a system of information dissemination for
travelers, which included real-time information about incident conditions, expected delays, availability of
transit and highway options, travel times for these options, and availability or parking.

Table 14 identifies deployment-ready ITS investments for either stand-alone projects or technologies that can be
incorporated into new or existing transportation infrastructure projects. The table includes a summary of the key
benefits for each type of project, including an assessment of whether the safety, mobility, or energy/environment
impacts are considered to be high, medium, or low. This assessment is based on the information contained in the
ITS benefits database. While these technologies can be deployed independently, there are good engineering,
financial and political reasons to include them as elements of other capital projects. Coordinating project
installation can leverage resources, minimize total amount of digging and repaving, and reduce the total time for
deployment.
Construction projects can have traffic impacts that reverberate across a region. It is crucial to move vehicles
through work zones as efficiently as possible and to better manage traffic and inform the traveling public in the
surrounding region. Smart work zones, traffic incident management strategies, and enhanced traveler information
are among the ITS solutions that can improve safety for workers and the motoring public as well as mitigate traffic
delay during road and bridge construction projects. Portable traffic management systems, dynamic message signs,
dynamic lane merge systems, and variable speed limit systems are just a few examples of smart work zone
technologies that can be deployed during major construction projects. Table 15 lists the significant benefits
associated with integrating work zone management components with roadway and bridge construction projects.
On average, the cost to deploy and operate smart work zone systems is 4.5 percent of total construction costs.
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Table 14 – ITS Upgrades for New, Rehabilitated or Existing Infrastructure

Source: www.itsbenefits.its.dot.gov/
Investment opportunities for managing transportation performance through technology: USDOT, Intelligent Transportation
Systems Joint Program Office, January 16, 2009 white paper for economy recovery plan investments

Table 15 – ITS for Minimizing Road Construction Hazards and Delays

Source: www.itsbenefits.its.dot.gov/
Investment opportunities for managing transportation performance through technology: USDOT, Intelligent Transportation
Systems Joint Program Office, January 16, 2009 white paper for economy recovery plan investments
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9.2 ITS Architecture Compliance
Architecture compliance is important in providing eligibility for federal and regional funding opportunities. For ITS
project applications to the MAG TIP, there are two requirements that agencies must demonstrate compliance with.
MAG will communicate any new requirements to local agencies. Current requirements include compliance with:



MAG Regional ITS Architecture (RIA); and
Systems Engineering Process.

This section provides Apache Junction with guidance on how to comply with these existing requirements and how
the ITS Program strategies are applicable to the MAG RIA.

9.2.1 MAG ITS Architecture Mapping
The MAG RIA was developed with the intention of being a valuable resource to member agencies who are planning
and developing ITS projects. Further, FHWA Final Rule 23 CFR 940 states that any ITS project that receives federal
funding for construction/implementation must align with a regional ITS architecture which was developed based
on the National ITS Architecture. Thus, agencies that are developing ITS projects for inclusion in the MAG TIP
funding will be required to use the MAG RIA in the following ways:




To identify where in the MAG RIA the project is represented – this shows the preplanning done in support of
that project development;
Agencies may be required to complete a systems engineering analysis – for documentation of the project
development process that is using federal funds; and
Projects must be mapped to the architecture for compliance with the MAG TIP application process. The
necessary information includes:
 Associated Service Packages – Listing of the service packages from the MAG RIA that are supported
by this project. This defines the system/s that will be created or impacted by the project;
 User Services – Listing of the user services from the MAG RIA that are supported by this proj ect.
This defines the functionality that will be implemented;
 Subsystems – Listing of the subsystems from the MAG RIA that are supported by this project. This
defines the interfaces that will be added or updated.

Service packages collect together the centers and devices that must work together to deliver a desired
transportation service. Service packages depict current and future information transfer between ITS devices,
management centers, and people. The service packages selected from the National ITS Architecture as part of the
MAG RIA were chosen based on the existing and planned ITS infrastructure in Phoenix at the time collected.

9.2.2 Project Type Mapping to MAG RIA
Table 16 is adapted from the MAG RIA (Table 20 of the Final Report), which summarizes the location of information
on the website to assist agencies in developing various types of ITS projects. When Apache Junction is reviewing
the architecture website for TIP project applicability, they should select the appropriate inventory item that will
then identify the service packages and equipment packages that would apply to that project.
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Table 16 – Example Project Type Mapping to MAG RIA
Project Type

ITS
Inventory
Item

Example
Subsystems

Example
Associated
Service
Package
ATMS01 –
Network
Surveillance

Roadway
Basic
Surveillance

1.6 Traffic
Control
1.7 Incident
Management

ATMS06 –
Traffic
Information
Dissemination
ATMS03 –
Surface Street
Control

Roadway
Traffic
Information
Dissemination
Roadway
Signal
Controls

1.2 En-Route
Driver
Information

ATMS01 –
Network
Surveillance

Roadway
Basic
Surveillance

1.6 Traffic
Control

TMC Regional
Traffic
Management

1.6 Traffic
Control
1.7 Incident
Management
7.1 Archived
Data

Installation of new CCTV
cameras/expansion of existing
camera system and integrating
the cameras to be operational
from a control center
Installation of new DMS and
Integrating DMS to be
operational from a control
center
Synchronization of traffic
signals along key corridor and
integrating system to be
operational from a control
center
Deployment of traffic detection
for use at mid-block locations
and intersections

CCTV,
TMC

Roadway
Subsystem,
Traffic
Management

DMS,
TMC

Roadway
Subsystem,
Traffic
Management
Roadway
Subsystem,
Traffic
Management

TMC to TMC communications
installation to facilitate
interagency coordination

ATMS07 –
Regional
Traffic
Management
Local City Archived
AD1 – ITS
and
Data
Data Mart
Municipal Management AD2 - ITS Data
Archived Subsystem
Warehouse
Data

Implement a project to archive
data and send applicable
information to a regional server
for dissemination via 511 or
another traveler information
service

Traffic
signals,
TMC

Vehicle
Roadway
detectors, Subsystem,
TMC
Traffic
Management
TMC
Traffic
Management

Example
Equipment
Packages

ITS Data
Repository

Example
User Services

1.6 Traffic
Control

9.2.3 ITS Strategic Plan Applicability to MAG RIA
The MAG TIP Application requires agencies to map project elements to the National ITS Architecture elements,
subsystems, and user services. The ITS Recommendations identified for Apache Junction include multiple projects
for which MAG TIP funding should be sought out; these include most of the ‘priority projects’ that are identified in
a later section. The TIP application for any of these projects will need to demonstrate applicability of the project
to the MAG RIA.
Appendix D includes a summary table that will help when applying for funding for projects that use various types
of ITS infrastructure and communications. This table can be used to support the application of the MAG RIA to ITS
components and functions that Apache Junction may choose to implement in the future. Each ITS component type
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that is marked with an ‘X’ is included or associated with the service package listed at the left. The table also
identifies service packages that are currently within the MAG RIA and should be considered for future projects .

9.2.4 ADOT Systems Engineering Checklist
ADOT, FHWA and MAG have developed a Systems Engineering Checklist that must be submitted to ADOT for review
as part of the federal authorization process. The Systems Engineering Checklist needs to be completed prior to
authorization of federal funds (not as part of the TIP application process). This checklist incorporates many of the
ITS architecture mapping requirements and it requires the identification of the documentation that has already
been prepared, such as a Feasibility Study, Concept of Operations, Alternatives Analysis, etc. Apache Junction will
be able to utilize the information in Table 16 and Appendix D regarding the MAG RIA to support many of the
required elements of this checklist, including:




User Service Bundles;
Service Packages to be implemented (or modified); and
ITS Standards to be used.

A copy of the current checklist is available at:
http://www.azmag.gov/Documents/ITS_2010-11-22_ITS-Systems-Engineering-and-Architecture-ComplianceChecklist.pdf

9.3 Process for Review and Updates to ITS Strategic Plan
The Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan is a dynamic plan that focuses on documenting current and future ITS
infrastructure and strategies as well as relationships with other departments and other agencies. To stay relevant
amid constantly changing needs and evolving technologies, this plan and the associated tools should be revisited
and reviewed periodically as the Apache Junction ITS Program continues to grow. As projects are implemented or
expanded, agency priorities change, or other changes occur that impact ITS in the City, changes should be
documented through an update to the ITS Strategic Plan.

9.3.1 Responsibility
It is anticipated that the Public Works Department will have primary maintenance responsibility for the ITS Strategic
Plan documents and associated tools.

9.3.2 Plan Components to Update





GIS Maps –The establishment of a GIS coordinator in Apache Junction should facilitate the real-time updating
and expansion of the City’s GIS data and overall program. GIS data from all agencies should be included in a
centralized location and should be updated as infrastructure and data becomes available. For the ITS Plan,
locations of traffic signals, communications infrastructure and other ITS devices that were identified in the
Plan should be kept up to date and accessible by City departments and external agencies who request it.
Priority Strategies – A list of priority strategies are provided in this Plan, but new, revised, or updated
strategies based on success of strategy implementation should be documented and the next steps for
strategy implementation should be identified.
ITS Cost Estimator – This tool, which can be found in Appendix C, is subject to the construction industry
conditions year-to-year and should be updated as bids are received on ITS projects or as updated knowledge
becomes available.
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Final Document – While not all components of the final plan will be important to update year-to-year, there
may be benefit to updating the following based on the ability of the City to achieve the recommended
frequency of activities or the methodology for deployment:
 ITS Maintenance Plan
 Telecommunications Plan
Additional Materials – The executive summary, final presentation slides, and additional materials developed
to support the ITS Plan and Program development may need to be updated depending on how much the Plan
is updated year-to-year.

9.3.3 Reason to Revisit ITS Recommended Strategies





Changes in Regional Needs – The City ITS Strategic Plan was created to support transportation planning in
addressing citywide and regional needs. Over time these needs can change and the corresponding aspects of
the City ITS strategy implementation focuses or efforts may need to be reconsidered.
New Stakeholders – New stakeholders (internal City departments, partnering agencies, or public groups such
as HOAs or private sector builders) become involved in the implementation or use of an ITS technology or
system. The City’s ITS plan should then be updated to reflect their role, involvement, or lead in the ITS
strategies.
Changes in Project Dependency – Due to funding constraints or other considerations, the planned project
dependencies may change. Delaying a project may have a ripple effect on other projects that depend on it.
Raising the priority for a project's implementation may impact other projects that are related to it.

9.3.4 Frequency of Updates
Table 17 below is the proposed frequency of updates for speci fic components in the ITS Plan.

Table 17 – Proposed Frequency of ITS Plan Updates
Annual Timeframe
Early March

Dependency
Following the inclusion of projects from
the current plan into the MAG TIP

June

Following adoption of CIP (when
implemented) and City budget
In advance of MAG TIP and City CIP
program request for projects

Early August
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Update
Review strategies and prioritization
recommendations for updates needed based
on recent projects included into MAG TIP
Update ITS Plan document and tools
Review ITS Recommended and Priority
Strategies for potential CIP/TIP projects and
links to other departments/agencies to
leverage the request for funding
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APPENDIX A – CITYWIDE ITS MANAGEMENT PLAN STRATEGIES
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A1 – Agreement with Mesa to manage Apache Junction’s signals and cameras
During the development of MAG TIP applications for FY 2018, Apache Junction representatives met with
representatives from the Mesa Transportation Department to discuss a partnership between the two cities to help
Apache Junction get communications to their existing traffic signals. Figure A1 provides an overview of the
infrastructure construction project that was approved as part of the MAG TIP for FY 2018. The project includes
deploying wireless radios on all Apache Junction-owned signals as well as nine CCTV cameras on strategic signals
to provide Apache Junction with the ability to control and monitor their intersections. The project also includes the
deployment of one radio tower within Apache Junction limits that will backhaul all wireless ITS connectio ns to one
point and transmit that one wireless signal to a new wireless radio at the Signal Butte and US -60 interchange to
connect to Mesa.
This project involves developing a formal agreement where Apache Junction signals (via wireless radio
communications) as well as CCTV cameras would be connected to the Mesa Central Control System. The Mesa TMC
operators will be given the authority to view and manage the signals and cameras and a Virtual Private Network
(VPN) connection to Apache Junction personnel for access to their own infrastructure. In order to establish this
partnership, the City must establish a formal agreement with Mesa, including a separate license agreement for
operations and management of infrastructure by Mesa.
An agreement should include the following specifics:




Compensation provided from Apache Junction to Mesa for including the signals and cameras into the Mesa
Central Control System; this will likely include Apache Junction paying a fee to upgrade Mesa’s existing
system in order to accommodate the additional devices;
Rights, responsibilities, and timeframes that Mesa TMC operators will have over Apache Junction
infrastructure, including the extent to which they can manipulate traffic signal operations and/or camera
viewing angles; and
Rights and responsibilities of at least two Apache Junction staff to connect via VPN access to Mesa’s system
to manage and view signals and cameras.
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Figure A1
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A2 – Pay for updates to Mesa’s central control system
As established in the agreement developed in project A1, Apache Junction will have to provide the City of Mesa
with funding to increase their central control system device management license in order to accommodate the
additional infrastructure (signals and cameras) from Apache Junction. Apache Junction will need to plan for this
payment and make sure that there is a source of funds by the time that devices get deployed as part of the 2018
TIP project (beginning in July 2017). The specific cost of the additional infrastructure to be managed from Mesa’s
Central Control System needs to be priced by Mesa’s current system provider.

A3 – Optimize signal timing through MAG TSOP
The MAG Traffic Signal Optimization Program (TSOP) is a regional funding opportunity to improve traffic signal
operations and coordination of roadway corridors and networks. Local agency projects are typically in the $25K$30K range for requested funding and agencies that apply could potentially get two projects approved per year
depending on other applications that are received. Both stand-alone agency and multi-agency partnerships are
encouraged to apply for TSOP funding, although multi-agency partnerships are generally prioritized.
Figure A2 provides a recommended plan for prioritizing corridors for signal coordination and optimization. The City
should apply for MAG TSOP funding for the corridors designated for first priority as part of the 2016 TSOP
applications in order to have the optimization study conducted in early 2017. The two inters ections designated as
first priority, Ironwood and Apache Trail/Old West Highway, are the key north/south and east/west corridors in
the City, respectively, and they experience the heaviest traffic volumes in the City. Additionally, these corridors are
good candidates for TSOP projects because they include signals owned and operated by both Apache Junction and
ADOT, which make them collaborative multi-agency projects. Currently, there is minimal coordination between the
ADOT and Apache Junction with respect to signal timing and signal operations; a TSOP project would be an
appropriate method to collaborate with ADOT for improved operations and movement of currently congested
corridors that involve ADOT signals.
The TSOP project should result in the development of the beginning of a Citywide Synchro model. This model should
be filed for future reference and updates.
If TSOP funding is unavailable, signal optimization should still be completed and documented for the first priority
corridors by appropriate Apache Junction staff.
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A4 – Deploy and connect wireless radios and CCTV cameras
As part of the FY 2018 project that is funded by the MAG TIP, Apache Junction will e stablish traffic surveillance and
monitoring capability at City signalized intersections by installing wireless radios at 18 traffic signals not yet
connected by any communications method as well as CCTV cameras at nine (9) intersections along Apache Trail
and Ironwood Drive. This project will provide the City with valuable traff ic, incident and special event management
capabilities as well as partnering with neighboring jurisdictions for signal coordination across jurisdictional
boundaries.
Design for this project will need to occur using City funds prior to FY 2018, thus the City must plan accordingly to
allocate the proper funds and time in order to complete the design for this project before the TIP construction
funds become available.
As shown in Figure A1 in this appendix, wireless radios will be located at all Apache Junction owned traffic signals
(18 total).
A wireless tower will be installed at the intersection of Ironwood Drive and Broadway Avenue to be a backhaul
location to a new wireless radio installed on the Mesa signal at Signal Butte Road and US-60. CCTV cameras will be
installed at signalized intersections along Apache Trail and Ironwood Drive and connect to the Apache Junction
wireless communications network and backhauled to the City’s fiber communications network. All devices should
be installed and connected to the Mesa system as set in the agreement that was developed.

A5 – Operating and Sharing Devices
Develop SOPs/policies for using devices
After or in conjunction with the deployment of initial ITS devices from the FY 2018 project, the City must develop
standard operating procedures (SOPs) and other policies that govern the operation and maintenance of the
devices. SOPs or policies might include the following:







Using pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) capabilities on cameras – how to use them, who has the ability and
responsibility/permissions to use them or to view them, and any camera presets that are established;
Policies regarding the use of camera images and how video data is processed;
Regular maintenance timing, needs and procedures for cameras, wireless radios and traffic signals including
identifying who is responsible for each maintenance and how it will be tracked/reported;
Procedures for viewing traffic signals through a remote connection to Mesa’s system, including identification
of at least two City staff with access to the system;
Identification of permissions levels for various functions and responsibilities for device operations; and
Procedures for sharing device data and streaming video to regional partners or systems.

Develop agreements with other departments for sharing devices
Public Works should talk with other City departments that might benefit from the operation or data from the
devices. For example, the City Police dispatch has expressed interest in havi ng the ability to view and operate CCTV
cameras. An agreement should be made with the Police Department or other interested departments that outline
the sharing agreement between departments for cameras. The agreement should include an understanding that
the primary use of the cameras must be for transportation and intersection/roadway surveillance because of the
funding source that provided the camera infrastructure. The agreement should include procedures for accessing
camera images and operating cameras and should specify who is authorized to do so. Specifically for Police, it
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A5 (continued) – Operating and Sharing Devices
should outline the circumstances when the Police can have PTZ abilities which could include access for after
business hours when Mesa TMC and Apache Junction Public Works staff are off work and thus not monitoring the
cameras. These agreements should all be developed prior to any sharing activities occurring, which is part of a
subsequent project.
Another facet of the agreement with Police involves providing camera access to the City’s Emergency Operations
Center (EOC) in the Police Station and the Public Works building. Both of these areas should have the ability to view
camera images and operate cameras as necessary.
Train Apache Junction staff on using and managing devices
Based on the SOPs and policies that are developed, multiple staff should be trained on operating and maintaining
the new devices as well as interfacing with the Mesa Central Control System to see and control the dev ices. At a
minimum, two Public Works staff members should be appropriately trained to operate and maintain all of the
devices and should be familiar with all SOPs and policies. Based on agreements, other City staff should be given the
appropriate training and information in order to perform the functions designated in the sharing agreement.
Training on the operation and maintenance of the devices should be a continuous process based on staff
turnover/transition and changes/upgrades to the devices and syste ms. It is essential that there is redundancy in
staff training so that the operation and maintenance of the system is not dependent on the availability of a single
person.
Agreement with ADOT to view their signals
By this time, Apache Junction will have connection to their City-owned signals and can actively manage them
through Mesa’s system (A4) and the City should start conversations with ADOT (who operates multiple signals
within the City limits) about connecting to the ADOT signals. These signals include those at US-60 interchanges,
those along Idaho Road north to Apache Trail, and the signal located at Meridian and Apache Trail. Apache Junction
should work with the ADOT Operations staff to develop an agreement to get wireless radios and/or cameras on
ADOT signals and provide Apache Junction with the ability to, at a minimum, vi ew the status of the ADOT signals.
This could be completed though ADOT funds, City funds or a joint-funded regional project. In the near-term, it is
recommended that the City pursue an agreement to work with ADOT to simply provide communications
capabilities to the ADOT signals and the City with ability to see the signals in a central system (either the Mesa
system or a City-owned system that might be procured later). At a later time, additional conversations may occur
to discuss transitioning operational responsibility for ADOT signals to Apache Junction. The agreement should
include discussions with Mesa in the case that the ADOT signal connection occurs while Mesa is still operating
Apache Junction’s devices.

A6 – Optimize signal timing through MAG TSOP
Now that the City has connection to their signals via the Mesa TMC (A4), the City should apply for another TSOP
project to undergo another corridor optimization project. Refer to Figure A2 for the recommended prioritization
of corridors within the City with respect to signal timing optimization. Optimization of the first priority corridors
will have occurred in 2017 (A3) and, assuming that the optimization was successful, the second priority corridors
should be considered for optimization during this proje ct. The Citywide Synchro model that was developed in the
previous optimization process (A3) should be updated based on the results of this project and filed and shared
appropriately.
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A7 – Share control/viewing with other departments
Based on the agreements that were developed in a previous project (A5), the viewing or operational capabilities
for the devices should be now provided through communications connectivity to other City departments. This
strategy exercises the physical connection from the ITS network to other City departments as required. Until the
City pursues their own Central System, this may be achieved in the form of VPN access to Mesa’s Central Control
System or may be a ‘sharing’ of the VPN access already established by project A2.
As noted in the project description for staff training (A5), staff from other departments who will be given sharing
rights to devices should be properly trained on the operation of the devices and should be familiar with all SOPs
and policies developed for the devices prior to acquiring access to any devices. Similar to the requirement for Public
Works staff, multiple staff members from partnering departments should be trained and given appropriate access
to view or operate the devices so that there is staff redundancy in a department. Departments that develop sharing
agreements should have direct and clear lines of communication outlets with the Public Works staff who are
responsible for the operations and maintenance of the devices to let them know of any issues or anomalies that
might come up with the devices and their data outputs.

A8 – Procure an Apache Junction central system to connect to Apache Junction ITS
infrastructure
It will make sense over time for Apache Junction to obtain their own central management system for their ITS
devices rather than relying on Mesa. It is also at this time that Apache Junction should consider hiring a Central
System or ITS Program Manager per the Staffing Plan found in Section 3.3. A funding source for this purchase s hould
be identified, either through local funds or through the development (and acceptance) of a MAG TIP application.
This system should provide Apache Junction staff with the ability to view and manage the traffic signals, cameras
and any other ITS devices deployed within the City through a physical workstation and through a remote
connection.
Research on the available systems and their capabilities should be done prior to (not more than one year in advance
of) purchasing a desired system in order to find the system that is most appropriate for Apache Junction.
Technology and innovation will shift the available system providers over time and it will be important for Apache
Junction to know relevant and recent examples at that time of system provider capabil ities.
A new system should be able to integrate existing firmware and hardware of the ITS Program at that time in order
to not lose investments and require unnecessary changes to devices and infrastructure. Existing SOPs and policies
will need to be updated and new SOPs and policies will have to be developed to govern the operation and
maintenance using the new system. Updates to existing sharing agreements may also be required.
One important aspect of this project will be how Apache Junction staff will interface with the system and the
devices connected to it. A formal TMC may not be necessary at this time based on the level of complexity of the
City system and the City’s ability to provide resources (staff and funding) for its management. However, there
should be a physical location within the City that is the primary location for interfacing with the Apache Junction
central system. This could be a computer with multiple monitors that is located in the Public Works building or
another building that is deemed more appropriate. This will be the location that authorized City staff will be able
to see the connections to all ITS devices and interact with the devices as put forth in SOPs. In addition to the physical
location, authorized staff should have the ability to remotely interface with the central system to view and operate
devices.
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A9 – Optimize signal timing through MAG TSOP
Now that the City has its own central system (A8), the City should apply for another TSOP project to undergo
another round of corridor optimization projects. Refer to Figure A2 for the recommended prioritization of corridors
within the City with respect to signal timing optimization. Optimization of the first and second priority corridors
should have occurred (A3 and A6) and, assuming that the optimization was successful and implemented, the third
priority corridors should be considered for optimization during this project. The Citywide Synchro model that has
been used in the previous optimization processes should be updated based on the results of this project and filed
and shared appropriately.

A10 – Train Apache Junction staff to use Apache Junction central system
Additional training for Apache Junction staff will be required after the procurement of a City -owned and operated
central management system (A8). This training will be required for all staff that have authorization to interact with
the system, including staff from other departments with which there is a sharing agreement. Similar to training on
specific devices, training on the central system should be an ongoing activity based on staff turnover/transition and
on changes/upgrades to the devices and/or system. Also, it is required that multiple people from each appropriate
department viewing or controlling through permissions levels is trained so that there is redundancy in staff training
and that the operation and maintenance of the system is not dependent on the availability of a single person.

A11 – After ADOT gains signal connection, incorporate signals for viewing in Apache Junction
system
An agreement (A5) was previously developed with ADOT regarding establishing communications connections to
ADOT-owned signals within the Apache Junction city limits. Based on the agreement, ADOT will eventually have
communications whether by wireless radio or fiber connection to their signals within Apache Junction. The details
of the agreement established with ADOT (A5) may need to be updated to reflect the following potential capabilities:



Apache Junction updates their level of permission within the agreement to view the signals and any other
devices associated with the ADOT signals on the Apache Junction central system.
If ADOT gets connection to their signals prior to Apache Junction obtaining their own central system, a new
agreement between Apache Junction, ADOT and the Mesa should be developed to allow Mesa to view ADOT
signals on behalf of Apache Junction. This agreement will be in place until such time that Apache Junction
takes over control of all of their own infrastructure and does not require Mesa assistance.
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B1 – Capital Improvement Program or City Legislative Work Plan
Apache Junction is currently in the process of developing its first Capital Improvement Program (CIP) to provide the
City with a plan for programming and completing capital improvement projects. The CIP will provide a multi -year
look at the needs of the City and what projects will be prioritized, funded, and completed in which year. This will
help the City be proactive with capital improvements (rather than reactionary) and will help them plan for large
capital expenses over time. Prior the development of the CIP, the City has used an annual Legislative Work Plan
that identified the projects for that year that will be prioritized for funding and implemen tation.
It is recommended that a 5-year CIP program be further developed and updated annually to supplement the yearly
Legislative Work Plan for City capital projects. During the annual CIP review process, representatives from all City
departments should be involved and should be allowed to submit projects for consideration to be included into
the program by the CIP legislative group.
Regardless of which method for project programming is used, ITS projects should be included and considered for
funding on an annual basis as needed. This ITS Strategic Plan identifies specific projects in specific time periods that
are important for the development and maintenance of the City ITS system, and these projects should be
recommended for inclusion into the CIP or Legislative Work Plan. Inclusion in the CIP should indicate that either
local funds will be allocated to fund a project or that there is a plan to apply for other sources of funding, such as
the MAG TIP, to fund the project.

B2 – Infrastructure Funding
Apply for funding for ITS infrastructure through MAG TIP
The MAG TIP could fund ITS projects that are included in the City CIP or Legislative Work Plan; an example of this
type of project is the project set for deployment in FY 2018 that involves acquiring and deployment of wireless
radios and CCTV cameras at intersections (A4). Because there is not a call for TIP applications guaranteed every
year, the City has to be ready to identify projects to include in a TIP application whenever it becomes available;
these projects should already be identified in the 5-year CIP. Additionally, TIP applications allocate funding for
projects that are usually 3-5 years after the application process, so projects that are included in a TIP application
need to be projects that can or should be implemented a few years in the future. Examples of good TIP projects
might include: installation of fiber/conduit; central management system procurement; procuring of new devices
(cameras, controllers, cabinets, detectors, etc.) and systems; amongst others. A few notes about TIP applications:




TIP-funded projects require a local match, so there should be plan for the City to allocate funds for the local
match and any associated design fees that will be required upon selection of a City project for TIP funding;
TIP projects regularly prioritized for selection are those that show regional significance and/or partnering
between MAG agencies to improve operations and management of transportation systems; and
MAG may implement restrictions on projects that are included in TIP applications, such as a maximum limit
on funding available for a single project.

Allocate CIP funding for ITS infrastructure
While the MAG TIP will fund some ITS projects, many projects will need to be funded using local City fu nds. Smaller
projects or projects that are identified as urgent will be funded locally, and projects that are not accepted into the
TIP but that are essential to the development of the City ITS, transportation, or communications systems should be
programmed to use local funding as they become available. Part of the CIP process will be to identify ITS projects
in the ITS Strategic Plan and other plans or projects that should be funded locally and provide a mechanism to
identify or set aside funding to implement them.
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B3 – Fiber in ADOT Right-of-Way (ROW)
Agreement with ADOT to install fiber/conduit within ADOT ROW within City limits
Figure A3 shows the ultimate build out of the City communications infrastructure (fiber and wireless connections)
based on its existing development patterns. The ultimate vision for fiber optic communications in Apache Junction
involves developing a central fiber ring that connects city infrastructure (signals, cameras) and key locations (fire
stations, schools, City buildings such as the Police Department and Public Works). A fiber ring will create redundant
communications to ensure there is communications connection to the infrastructure and locations to the central
management system even in the event of a communications failure.
As indicated in Figure A3, there are two portions of the ultimate fiber build out that involve installing fiber on ADOT
ROW, labeled “fiber in ADOT Conduit Connected to Traffic Signal .” The two segments of fiber that lie within ADOT
ROW include:



Idaho Road from Baseline Road to Apache Trail, which will make up a portion of the fiber ring that is
proposed for the City and that is essential to achieve that redundant communications; and
US-60 between Meridian Road and Ironwood Drive, which would connect the Apache Junction fiber line to
the ADOT network and would eventually offer connection to the MAG RCN regional network.

When considering the segment along Idaho Road, Apache Junction will have to work with ADOT to have one of the
following options take place:




ADOT installs conduit and fiber and allows Apache Junction shared use of that fiber;
ADOT installs conduit and allows Apache Junction to install fiber through ADOT’s conduit; or
ADOT allows Apache Junction to install conduit and City fiber through the conduit.

An agreement would have to be developed between ADOT and the City as to how the project will be funded (ADOTfunded, jointly funded, TIP funded, Apache Junction-funded) and who will manage its design and construction.
Because fiber projects are generally large and costly, Apache Junction should begin discussions in the near term
with ADOT to identify an appropriate method to program and complete the project in the future.
Currently, installing fiber along Idaho Road is not a priority for ADOT because having control of the signals along
Idaho Road would not provide enough benefit to ADOT to justify the expense. As shown in Figure A4, which depicts
the prioritization for phasing of fiber installation to reach the ultimate build out, the segment of fib er along Idaho
Road is prioritized as fourth priority with respect to completion of the central fiber ring in the City. This is because
of the lack of control that Apache Junction has over the timeline and development of this project. However, if
discussions with ADOT lead to the opportunity to install fiber along Idaho Road earlier in the fiber deployment
process, Apache Junction should not pass up that opportunity at any point as long as the local match funding is
properly in place.
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Figure A3
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Figure A4
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B3 (continued) – Fiber in ADOT Right-of-Way (ROW)
Agreement with ADOT to install fiber/conduit within ADOT ROW along US-60
Similar to the installation of fiber along Idaho Road, Apache Junction would benefit from being connected to the
region by having fiber connection along US-60. ADOT installs conduit and fiber along all of its freeways in order to
run its freeway management system (FMS), and with the expected growth of the east valley near Apache Junction,
ADOT will be looking to extend its FMS along US-60 in the future.
As mentioned in the project description above, it would benefit Apache Junction to have fiber communications
along US-60 either through fiber sharing with ADOT or by working with ADOT to run City fiber through ADOT
conduit. As seen in Figure A1, fiber along US-60 is included in the ultimate fiber build out for the City and will help
connect to the RCN. While Figure A4 shows this segment to be a low priority for the City (fifth priority), the City
should be proactive in having discussions with ADOT to discuss opportunities for future connections along US-60.
These discussions should happen concurrently with discussions regarding fiber along Idaho Road, as discussed in
the joint project for project B3.

B4 – Deploy City ITS infrastructure
As projects are programmed as part of the City CIP or Work Plan funding is identified for projects, the City should
deploy ITS infrastructure, which will include a variety of technologies and devices.
Observation Devices:
As part of project A4, CCTV cameras will be installed at 9 intersections within the City. These cameras will provide
surveillance capability for the City to help identify incidents, equipment malfunctions or general traffic conditions
around intersections. Figure A5 shows the ultimate build out for observation devices within the City. While the first
9 cameras installed will be CCTV cameras, the devices chosen for the subsequent deployment could be one of a
variety of devices that provide surveillance capability, such as video image detection, CCTVs, 360 deg ree cameras
or other technologies that may emerge for this purpose.
The City should consider the type of device that will be the most beneficial and cost efficient for the City’s needs
at that time. For example, video detection would provide the City with detection capabilities to be able to see
occupancy at traffic lights while also providing video images. The downside to this is that the images from video
detectors are not as high quality as those from CCTV cameras as well as the image not being able to be manipulated
(panned, tilted, or zoomed) because the primary purpose of video detection is for traffic signal actuation. During
each deployment phase, technologies should be evaluated and an informed decision should be made. One strategy
that could facilitate this is to set up period vendor showcases as the City where vendors come in and provide
information on the most current technologies and models to help the City make an informed decision prior to
procuring and deploying devices.
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Figure A5
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B4 (continued) – Deploy City ITS infrastructure
Detection:
Currently, all signals in Apache Junction have loop detectors in each lane that detect occupancy at the signal and
help with signal actuation. A deployment project that would improve the type of inf ormation the City could collect
and ultimately improve operations would be to install an additional loop at every intersection to allow for detection
of speed in addition to occupancy. The ideal time to undertake this sort of project would be any time that there
are intersection projects that might involve digging or trenching. Also, all new intersections that are constructed
should include the installation of two loop detectors in every lane for every approach to the intersection, regardless
of if the intersection is a signalized one or a roundabout.
Intelligent Street Lighting:
Cities in the MAG region are deploying or considering a system for ‘smart’ street lighting, where street lights can
be wirelessly monitored and managed (dimmed or brightened). Such a system would serve as an asset
management system for street lights and would let the City know exactly how many fixtures are operating and
would allow for someone to remotely access information from the street lights such as power draw, power factor,
and total fixture burn time. Such a system would effectively allow the City to track the performance of the lighting
system, and it would allow a City staff member to dim pedestrian or street lighting LED fixtures to reduce operation
costs and increase the life expectancy of the bulb. Some agencies have also used the system to assist in emergency
management applications such as flashing lights along a corridor to aid in emergency egress or installing
surveillance into the fixtures to detect wrong way drivers.
This type of system could be considered for inclusion into the City’s CIP to provide any of the above benefits, and
a system could be deployed upon identification of funding. A performance measurement program should be
developed in correlation with the deployment of this system in order to track and report the associated benefits
of implementing the system.
Conduit and Fiber:
Figure A3 shows the ultimate build out of the City communications infrastructure (fiber and wireless connections)
based on its existing development patterns. Figure A4 shows the prioritization of fiber deployment within the City
based on factors such as number and importance of infrastructure that could be connected with the phase as well
as the ability of Apache Junction to facilitate the development and deployment of the project. Projects included in
B3 are also related to the deployment of conduit and fiber to work towards this ultimate build out along roadways
within the City that are owned by ADOT.
For the rest of the roads that are owned by Apache Junction, the City will be responsible for finding ways to install
the recommended fiber segments to deploy the fiber ring to help centralize the City’s transportation and
communications network. Because fiber projects are expensive, alternative funding sources beyond local funding
should be sought out to help fund fiber projects. Some potential funding sources include:





MAG TIP funding (as discussed in project B2);
Using development standards to mandate the installation of conduit and/or fiber as part of street
improvements that are required by developers;
Including the installation of conduit and/or fiber during any roadway improvement project that involves
trenching along the roadway; and
Including the installation of conduit and/or fiber in the standards for the development of new roadways and
signalized intersections.
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B4 (continued) – Deploy City ITS infrastructure
Additionally, all fiber projects that are undertaken by the City should be undertaken as partnerships between
departments, especially the IT department. All projects should be reviewed by multiple departments to ensure that
the project is providing the greatest number of benefits to City operations as a whole.
The fiber build out shown in Figure A3 will allow the City to be connected to most of its ITS infrastructure as well
as to many important City buildings and spaces, such as schools, fire stations, public parks and other public spaces.
This will help facilitate information flow to and from these areas and allow the City to have more data and
information outlets to support improved transportation operations and public communication capabilities.
Information Displays:
Figure A6 provides an overview of recommended locations to include on road traveler information displays that
will provide information to travelers that are en-route. Information that might be included on these displays might
provide information on evacuation routes, freeway closures or restrictions, local roadway closures or restrictions,
travel times or general public service announcements (PSAs) or City inf ormation such as the dates of City events or
availability of City resources. The intention of Figure A6 is to provide guidance on the various types of en -route
information that might need to be provided as well as the recommended locations for each of thes e information
types. For example, any location with a red dot is situated to provide information to travelers during emergency
evacuations, which is the most essential level of information that could be provided. However, some locations that
are essential for evacuation information would also be useful to provide less essential information, such as local
road restrictions or City PSAs. The greater number of information types that could be included in a location
increases the return on investment in infrastructure at that location.
As can be seen, there are a few locations that would provide multiple benefits with respect to en -route information
dissemination if infrastructure such as dynamic message signs, portable signs or other information displays were
to be deployed. Priority should be given to those locations that are critical to essential information (evacuation)
but that also support dissemination other important information. The type of display to provide the information
may vary but could include permanent or portable DMS. The information could also be displayed on existing digital
signs that are out in front of schools or shops that are connected to the City’s central management system via fiber
or wireless radio where messages could be send to the boards remotely.
In addition to en-route traveler information that should be disseminated, there should be consideration for ways
to provide the public with information before they begin to travel so that they can make informed decisions about
their travel routes, mode of travel and local destinations. One example of an off -road traveler information portal
would be a public kiosk that is situated at areas with significant public activity or public gathering. Such locations
might include the City’s Multigenerational Center, Library, the Wal-Mart or Walgreens, the City Aquatic Center, or
Apache Junction public schools. Having real-time information available at these locations will allow people passing
through to get information on travel conditions and various City resources. For example, the kiosk would have
information on construction that might cause travel delays, incidents on US-60 that might affect travel or locations
and times of public meetings that might be occurring. These traveler information station s would be connected to
the City’s Central System through wireless or fiber so that they can be kept up to date.
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B4 (continued) – Deploy City ITS infrastructure
Figure A6

Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP):
All of the Apache Junction owned traffic signals (18 out of 32) are equipped with EVP in order to improve emergency
response time for emergency vehicles such as fire trucks and ambulances. The remaining signals that do not
currently have EVP are those operated by ADOT or MCDOT. An ITS infrastructure deployment project could involve
working with ADOT or MCDOT to get EVP for their signals. It is recommended that this project be continued in the
near term as part of an agreement with SFMD for possible funding opportunities to outfit the entire network with
EVP. However, the success of the EVP program will rely on the City gaining connection to these signals via fiber or
wireless (A5 or B3) so that the signals can be viewed and managed through a central system.
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B4 (continued) – Deploy City ITS infrastructure
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons/HAWK Crossings
Pedestrian hybrid beacons or High Intensity Activated Crosswalks (HAWKs) involve the installation of a pedestrianactivated signal that helps create safer mid-block crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists. The HAWK beacon is not
illuminated until it is activated by a pedestrian, triggering a flashing yellow light to drivers. After a set amount of
time, the indication changes to a solid yellow light to prepare drivers to stop. The beacon then displays a solid red
light to drivers and a walk symbol to pedestrians. At the conclusion of the walk phase, the beacon displays an
alternating flashing red light, and pedestrians are shown a walking phase countdown. During the alternating
flashing red lights, drivers can proceed after coming to a full stop and making sure that pedestrians have crossed
their lane of travel.
Characteristics of locations that that might be good candidates for a HAWK signals would include a high volume of
pedestrian or bicycle traffic at a mid-block crossing location along a busy street. A HAWK is not a standard traffic
signal and does not require the amount of resources (personnel and money) to design and operate, yet it is still a
type of ITS infrastructure and can contribute to improved efficiency of the transportation system and improved
pedestrian and bicyclist safety through ITS.
Signal Controllers
Every traffic signal is equipped with a controller that facilitates the operation of the signal and its phasing/timing.
Controllers provide power and communications to the lights and pedestrian crossing signals at each intersection
and are the locations where signal technicians communicate with the signal, either manually or through fiber or
wireless communications. Like all technology, controllers are frequently evolving based on emerging devices or
capabilities, and certain models frequently become obsolete over time. As Apache Junction continues to evolve its
ITS functions and capabilities, it is likely that the City will also need to upgrade its existing controllers, many of
which are 20+ years old, with those that can support the enhanced functions. This upgrade will need to be
considered in conjunction with other ITS projects that are in the CIP and need to be funded along with or before
some foundational projects, such the transition from the Mesa central system to an Apache Junction -owned central
system (A8). Funding for the new controllers could come from local funding or included in a future TIP project, but
it must be included in the City’s CIP to ensure that there is funding available when upgrades are required.
Alternative Transportation Sharing
Bike sharing programs have become popular in cities as a way to provide transportation options to its residents
and visitors. A bike sharing program would involve deployment of bicycles and associated infrastructure in strategic
locations within the City (areas of high pedestrian activity) to allow someone to rent a bicycle for a short period of
time (less than a day) to provide them with mobility for either a targeted trip or for a day if they do not wish to use
a vehicle. The ITS component of the bike share program would involve providing real -time availability of bicycles
at sharing locations and providing this information to the public in various locations, such as the City website or
the on- and off-road information displays that are also described as part of this project. The sharing locations would
be connected to the City central system via wireless radios to provide occupancy of the bicycle s on that rack.
In Apache Junction, golf carts are widely used as a method of alternative transportation for City residents. A special
consideration could include development of a golf cart sharing program that provides the same functionalities as
a bike sharing program, but would allow people to rent golf carts to make trips within the City instead of bicycles.
Consideration for these systems could be included in the City’s CIP as methods to encourage the use of nonvehicular methods of transportation and possibly a way to reduce local congestion and traffic volumes by reducing
the number of local trips that are made with a personal vehicle.
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B5 – Deploy fiber/conduit in ADOT ROW within City limits
Based on the agreements that are developed with ADOT regarding providing communications to ADOT-operated
signals along Idaho Road (B3), conduit and/or fiber may eventually be deployed. Deployment will involve design
and construction and will have to be done in cooperation between Apache Junction and ADOT. Co mpletion of this
project will mark completion of the fourth priority or fiber deployment, as seen in Figure A4. Deployment of this
segment of fiber will also provide Apache Junction with the ability to incorporate the signal into the City central
management system (A11) and allow them to remotely view the signal operation as well as any camera images
that might be provided if a camera or video detection is provided on the signal.

B6 – Deploy fiber along US-60 to connect to RCN
Based on the agreements that are developed with ADOT regarding providing communications to ADOT-operated
signals along US-60 (B3), conduit will be deployed by ADOT and either a fiber sharing agreement or an agreement
to deploy City-owned fiber will be in place to allow fiber connection along US-60. Deployment will involve design
and construction and will have to be done in cooperation between Apache Junction and ADOT. Completion of this
project will mark completion of one of the fifth priorities or fiber deployment, as seen in Figure A 4. Deployment of
this segment of fiber will also provide Apache Junction with the ability to incorporate the signal into the City central
management system (A11) and allow them to remotely view the signal operation as well as any camera images
that might be provided if a camera or video detection is provided on the signal.
If the deployment of this fiber line does not provide immediate connection to the MAG RCN, Apache Junction
should work with MAG to create this connection through the installation of the ‘ last mile’ fiber along US-60. There
is a potential that ‘last mile’ fiber can be funded and installed through the MAG RCN Working Group based on a
request provided by Apache Junction to MAG. The MAG RCN Working Group is a technical working group that
organizes agency connections for the use of the RCN network.
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APPENDIX B – SCHEUDLES FOR KEY RECURRING MEETINGS AND
FUNDING OPPORTUTNIES
Key Recurring Meetings
The following meetings are those that occur periodically throughout the year that have a specific focus on ITS in
the region. Involvement in these groups and attendance at these meetings will help keep the City apprised of the
state of ITS in the region and can be important events for networking and building rel ationships with peer
agencies who could be helpful partners in the future.
Meeting
MAG ITS Commi ttee Meeting
AZTech Operations Committee Meeting (AOC)
AZTech Stra tegic Steering Committee Meeting (ASSC)
AZTech Tra ffic Incident Ma nagement (TIM) Coalition a nd Advanced
Tra vel er Information System (ATIS) Meeting
MAG Regi onal Community Network (RCN) Working Group

Date
1st Wednesday
3rd Wednesday
4th Thurs day
2nd Tues day
1st Wednesday

Frequency
Monthl y
Monthl y
Monthl y
Every other
month
Monthl y

Initiating Agency
MAG
MCDOT
MCDOT
MCDOT
MAG

Key Funding Opportunities
The following list provides information on key funding opportunities for the City to pursue for a variety of ITS
projects. A few of the most commonly used and important funding opportunities are described in greater detail
in the body of the Implementation Plan. The funding sources are listed in order of the date in which the
application opens.
Source
MAG NonInfra structure/
SRTS

MAG Job Acces s
a nd Reverse
Commute (JARC)

Types of Project
Sa fe Routes to School - support
bi ke/ped activities that a ddress safety
i s sues on routes to K-8 s chools educational materials, bike/ped safety
ma terials, tra ining, contests and
i ncentives, costs for data
ga thering/analysis reporting at l ocal
l evel, costs for a dditional law
enforcement or equipment needed,
cos t to employ a n SRTS Program
Ma na ger for the Town, cost to engage
cons ultant services to manage program
Job Acces s and Reverse Commute
Appl ications - Local programs, urban
s huttle, trolley s ervice, tra nsit route
i mprovements, downtown transit
col l aboration

Applications
Open / Due
Fi rs t Round:
1st week of
Ja nuary /
1st week of
February

Minimum/
Maximum
$5,000 /
$45,000 for one
yea r; or $5,000 /
$120,000 for 3
yea rs

Notes
-

Second Round:
4th week of Ma y /
4th week of June

2nd week of
Ma rch / 3rd week
of Apri l
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$30,000 /
$200,000 for
s i ngle-agency
a pplications;
$30,000 /
$400,000 for
mul ti-agency
a pplications

Opera ting: Two years funding,
ma y rea pply with
demonstration of s uccess;
Non-Operating: One year
funding period, may reapply
wi th demonstration of success

B1

Source
MAG Hi ghway
Sa fety
Improvement
Progra m (HSIP)

MAG TSOP

MAG TIP – CMAQ

ADOT
Infra structure/
SRTS

ADOT SRTS –
Ma teri als a nd
Regi onal Support
Progra m (MRSP)

Types of Project
Hi ghway Safety Improvement Program roa d s afety projects that meets FHWA
qua lifying criteria, usually l ow cost,
l a rger tra ffic signal lights, ped signals
wi th countdown timers, signal
preemption equipment, street name
s i gns using Clearview font, cra sh
a na lysis s oftware, i ntersection safety
i mprovements, sign i nventory
ma nagement systems and sign
upgra des, electronic s peed feedback
s i gns
Tra ffi c Signal Optimization Program –
provi des local a gencies with technical
a s sistance in improvi ng traffic s ignal
opera tions. Includes tra ffic signal
coordi nation a nd optimization, tra ffic
counts , computer-based tra ffic signal
coordi nation networks for ti ming.
Cons truction, paving unpaved roads,
ITS, bi ke/ped, PM-10 certi fied s treet
s weepers, paving unpaved road
s houlders
Sa fe Routes to School - support
bi ke/ped infrastructure changes that
a ddress safety issues on routes to K-8
s chools – i nstallation of signals, signs
a nd beacons, intersection geometry
cha nges, installation or improvement of
s i dewalks or multi-use paths; crosswalk
or roa dway (re)striping
Ma teri als a nd Regional Support
Progra m - provi de funding for
purcha sing educational, promotional
(i ncl uding media), and encouragement
ma terials for use i n Safe Routes To
School efforts; to provi de funding for
tra i ning related to Safe Routes To
School

Applications
Open / Due
1st week of July /
4th week of July

Minimum/
Maximum
$30,000 /
$200,000

1st week of July /
September 30th

No mi n /
$30,000 for a
s i ngle a gency or
$60,000 for
mul ti- a gencies

Projects that a re funded s tart
i n February a nd must be
compl eted by June 30th (i.e.
the end of the fiscal year)

1st week of
Augus t / 2nd week
of September

No mi n /
$400,000

1st week of
September / 4th
week of
December

$100,000 /
$400,000

94.3% federal / 5.7% l ocal
funding s plit; $10,000 ADOT
des ign review fe e for certified
a gencies or $30,000 for noncerti fied agencies
-

1st week of
September / 4th
week of
December

$5,000 /
$30,000
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Notes
ADOT progra ms separate HSIP
funds for safety i mprovement
projects a t intersections in the
MAG regi on that have
di s played a history of high
cra s h risk

Appl icants cannot a pply for
MRSP fundi ng AND regular
SRTS funding for the same
i tems during the same grant
cycl e. Applicants must expend
MRSP funds wi thin 18 months
from the da te of a ward
a pproval.
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APPENDIX C – ITS INFRASTRUCTURE COST ESTIMATOR
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APPENDIX D – ITS COMPONENTS APPLICABILITY TO THE MAG
REGIONAL ITS ARCHITECTURE
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Service Package

AD1 – ITS Data Mart
AD2 – ITS Data Warehouse
APTS07 – Multi-modal Coordination
APTS09 – Transit Signal Priority
ATIS01 – Broadcast Traveler Information
ATMS01 – Network Surveillance
ATMS03 – Traffic Signal Control
ATMS06 – Traffic Information
Dissemination
ATMS07 – Regional Traffic Management
ATMS08 – Traffic Incident Management
System
ATMS09 – Transportation Decision
Support and Demand Management
ATMS19 – Speed Warning and
Enforcement
EM01 – Emergency Call-Taking and
Dispatch
EM02 – Emergency Routing
EM06 – Wide-Area Alert
EM07 – Early Warning System
MC10 – Maintenance and Construction
Activity Coordination

CCTV

X
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